


The Inevitable Preface %
HDRSUM MAGNIFICAT, being highly nostalgic, has looked
on the decline of the O-code end the Z-code with some
sadness. Wiping away our tears we decided, at the lastminute perhaps, to try to do something about it.
From time to time a magazine article has stimulated
or re-kindled interest, but when there is little or
no knowledge of the subject to begin with, such an
article, just listing the most popular codes, is of
limited use, and than only for newcomers to Morse
telegraphy.
There has long been a need for a complete reference
book on the subject, and here it is !

To obtain as wide a circulation as possible, we have
published in English, making the book useful for tele-
graphers wherever they are around the world.
Because the past is of such importance to us, and for
the older operators uho knew them, we have included
some codes uhich are no longer in use, but only when
they do not conflict with later ones. The *
designates such codes.
Specific codes used by radio amateurs are also included,
again when they do not conflict with official codes,
end these are indicated by + (amateur).
Dick has used some of the non-assigned codes to presenhis View of the affair !

May this booklet fill a gap, and be used frequently !

pnmm PAHBFN.
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Dear Rinus—-
I disagree, I am not an “authority". My own definition of an

authority is: A person who has read one more fact than any other
person in a group. And that fact began over 30 years ago, when I
found that there were no references at all about keys except
here and there in very old, out-of—print books or exhibits in
Museums (some were not correct) or in manufacturers catalogues,
I decided to go on my own hunt for these hard to find books etc.,start my own collection and find all the facts - and I am stillhunting. But I am learning and have quite a library here.

Now, the popularly named 'D-code'. It is fascinating reallyand it all began in 1912 at the ITU London Conference. It was
upgraded and brought up to date after the 1927 conference.It is a pet subject of mine, the properly named "THE LIST OF
ABBREVIATIONS TO BE USED IN RADIO COMMUNICATION".
This was one of the subjects that was on the Agenda of the
London Conference of the International Telecommunications Union
in 1912.
What do you mean that it is a dull subject 7
From the moment that the now famous "letter S" spanned the Atlanticin December 1901, the answer to contact with ships at sea was
assured, and radio (wireless) was a rapidly growing medium. In
those early dasy Spark was King and spoke with a mighty voice
and the formerly called ”silent seas" had developed the manyvoices of King Spark from the deep baritone of the Britishtransmitters through the twittering of the Canadians. But there
was a problem: not everyone among the brotherhood of radio-
operators was a fluent linguist, so that the air waves bore adefinite resemblance to to the Biblical "Tower of Babel."

By 1912, that first Radio Conference of the ITU decided on auniversal language so that any operator could understand it,thus a Japanese could converse with a ship from any other country
and be understood by means of the code of abbreviations.

The code has been revised and augmented at additional ITU-
conferences, even as thentha code itself has been changed from
the 1912 approved listing, particularly in the punctuation. But
every time I work a really lousy operator with a fist that only
a mother could love, I wish those guys in London, Paris, Washington
or Madrid would have left that PRB in the list. I would love to
slam that one at the lid, who is murdering the code; he would
deserve it.

I do not know about other countries, but here in the U.S.
there is a bed tendency of phone operators to use the 0 code
and pop happily into a not saying "I am ORU". Dr worse to hear
one say: "OK, CA I am ORV with stick". At which time I quietly
go off the air....

I hope I have been of some help and include a copy of the
original list.

73,

W3WRE -- 99,99 % CU.
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\L Question .33“, information
" 0AA

DAB May I have clearance (for..) You are cleared (or...is cleared)
from...(place and/or control by...from...(p1ace and/or control)
) to...(place and/or control to...(place and/or control) at...at...(figures and units) (figures and units) height above
height above...(datum) :7 ...(datu-m)".

UAC '

QAD

QAE

DAF Will you advise me when you I am (was) at (over)...(p1ace)(at
are (where) at (over)... ...hours) (at...(figures and units)
_(place) height above...(datum).

DAG Arrange your flight in order to be
over...(place) at...hours.

or
I am arranging my flight in order
to arrive over...(place) at...hours.

UAH What is your height above... I am at...(figures and units)
(datum) ? heigth above...(datum).

NOTE: An aircraft is permitted to
reply to QAH? by using any of the
answer forms of signals DBF, OBS,
QBH, 08K, QBN or GED. In such

5. cases the signal DAR is omitted
rf from the reply.

or
Arrange your flight so as to reach
...(figures and units) height above
...(datum) at...(hours or place).

QAI what is the essential traf- The essential traffic is...fic ? NOTE: Relates to air— NOTE: Relates to aircraft and not
craft and not communication communication traffic.traffic.

0A3
OAK Is there any risk of There is risk of collision.

collision 7 NOTE: This signal should be follow—
ed by appropriate 0 signals or
ICAD approved abbreviations giving

. instructions for avoiding collision
DAL Are you going to land at... I am going to land at...(p1ace)

(place) ? Or
or (You may) land at...(p1ace).

Has aircraft...landed at... or ’

(place) 7 Aircraft...landed at...(place).(See also signal DTP). (See also signal DTP).
0AM What is the latest available Meteorological observation made atmeteorological observation ...(place) at...hours was as foléforte-(DIECE) ? IONS...

NOTE: The information may be givenin 0 code form or the AERD form of
i'r ‘ 4 ' -
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VIN?

\l fiuestlon gyp "Information 4/‘- the International Meteorological
Figure Code. When in 0 code, the
information is to be given in the
following sequence of 0 signal
answer (or info) forms: DAN, 08A,
am, 083, QNH and/or DFE and, if
necessary DMU, ONT, 083. It is not
normally necessary to precede the
MN, QBA, [NY and use information
by these 0 signals but this may be
done if considered desirable. When
in the AERU form of International
Meteorological Figure Code, the
abbreviation AERD is to precede
the information.

DAN What is the surface mind The surface wind direction and
direction and speed at... speed at...(place) at...hours is...
(place) ? (direction)...(speed figures and

units).
NOTE: Unless otherwise indicated
in the question surface wind
direction is given in degrees
relative to MAGNETIC North.

DAD What is the wind direction The wind direction and speed at...in degrees TRUE and speed (position or zone/s) at the follow-
at...(position or zone/s) ing heights above...(datum) is...at each of the...(figures).si ...(units) levels above...

”5 (datum) 7
GAP Shall I listen for you Listen for me (or for...) on...(or for...) on ...kHz (MHz)? KHz (or...MHz)l

NOTE: If the frequency is NOTE: If the frequency is given in
given in megacycles, the negacycles, the abbreviation MC is
abbreviation NC is to be to be used. (See also signal QSX).
used. (See also signal DSX)

DAD Am I near a prohibited area You are... (1. Near 2. Flying over)
(or...prohibited area) ? a prohibited area (or...prohibitedarea).

DAR May I stop listening on the You may stop listening on the watch
watch frequency for... frequency for ...minutes.minutes ?

OAS

OAT

DAU I am about jettison fuel.
DAV* Can you home on my station ? I am flying (on...station) on my

homer.
QAW I am about to carry out overshoot

Procedure.
UAX

DAY Will you advise me when you I passed...(place) bearing...degre
J 9855 (Passed)...(place) relative to my heading at...hours.
1'! ‘ 5 '— 1\
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as“

”‘3

0A2

USA

088

BBC

OBD

DBE

DEF

DBG

Question
bearing 090 (270) degreesrelative to your heading ?
Are you experiencing
communication difficultiesthrough flying in a storm 7

SK-

GEE-tabs

information

I am experiencing communicationdifficulties through flying in a
storm. NOTE: Attention is invited
to the possible supplementary use
of signals OAR, 08E, QCS, URN, URN,
QRX, 052 or the signal CL to ampli-
fy the meaning associated with
_signal QAZ.
|

What is the horizontal
visibility at...(place) ?

what is the amount, type
and height above official
aerodrome elevation of the
base of the cloud (at...(place)) ?

Report meteorologicalconditions as observed from
your aircraft (at...(posit—ion or zone)) (at...hours).

How much fuel have you
remaining (expressed ashours and/or minutes of
consumption) ?

Are you flying in cloud ?

The horizontal visibility at...(place) at...hours is ...(distancefigures and units).
iThe amount, type and height above
iofficial aerodrpme elevation of the
)base of the cloud at...(place) at..
Shours is:
: oOQEithS (...type)at ...(figures and units)
height above official aerodrome
elevation.
The meteorological conditions asobserved from my aircraft at...(Position or zone) at...hours at...(figures and units) height above...
(datum) are...NOTE: The information may be givenin AIREP or Q-code form.
when given in Q—code the following
sequence of 0 signal answer formsis used: omx, QNY, vo, QDF, QMI,
OFT and DNI.
Fuel remaining is...(hours and/or
minutes of consumption).

I am about to mind in my aerial.
I am flying in cloud at...(figures
and units) height above...(datum)
and I am descending (ascending) to...(figures and units) height abovethat datum.

Are you flying above cloud ?I am flying above cloud and at...

‘

(figures and units) height above..-(datum)
or ,Maintain a vertical distance of...(figures and units) above cloud,

smoke, haze or fog levels.
6 .7

2%?
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\l Gautztton J33“ ilnfurmatmn J,‘ QBH Are you flying below cloud? I on flying below cloud and at...
éfigures and units) height above...
datum)

or
Maintain a vertical distance of...(figures and units) below cloud.

OBI Is flight under IFR Flight under IFR is compulsory at
compulsory at...(olace) ...(place) (or from...to...(place))
(OI from...tO.--(Dlace)) 7

083 What is the amount, type an: At...hours at...(position or zone)
height above...(datum) of the top of the cloud is:
the top of the cloud (at... amount...eights (...type) at...(position or zone)) 7 (figures and units) heightabove...(datum).

QBK Are you flying with no I am flying with no cloud in my
cloud in your vicinity ? vicinity and at...(figures and

units) height above...(datum)~.
QBL* Am I cleared to leave the You are cleared to leave the local

local area on...(distance) area on...(distance)...(direction)-...(direction) of...(place)f of...(place).
08M Has...sent any message for Her is the message sent by...at...

me? hours.
QBN Are you flying between two I am flying between two layers of

laYers of cloud ? cloud and at...(figures and units)
c height above...(datum). bJht . . . i:'2 QED What is the nearest aero» Flying under VFR is permissible pdrama at which flight under at...(place) which would be suit—

VFR is possible and which able for your landing.would be suitable for my
landing ?

QBP Are you flying in and out I am flying in and out of cloud and
of cloud ? at...(figures and units) height

above...(datum).
OBU

QBR

DES Ascend (or descend) to...(figures
and units) height above...(datum)before encountering instrument
meteorological conditions or ifvisibility falls below...(figures
and units of distance) and advise.

QBT How far, along the runway, At...hours, the observer at the
from the apprOach end, can threshold of runway number...couldthe observer at the runway see the runway 11 hts in operationthreshold see the runway for your landing at...(place))forlights which will be in a distance of...(figures and units)operation for my landing from the approach end. NOTE: If(at...(place)) ? the station enquired of is not

equipped to make the specialobservation requested, the reply to
GET? is given by the signal 0ND.v- -EIf “ 7 " \
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\L Qaueztwn 43%. information 1;‘5‘ - ' '
1 QBU

DBV Have you reached the... I have reached the...(figures and
(figures and units) height units) height above...(datum) (or...
ebove...(datum) (or...(area (area of place)).
or place))? or

Report reaching the...(figures and
height above...(datum) (or...(area
or place)).

DBW* Did you receive message... I have received message..., sent at
sent at ...(time) 7 ...(time).

oex Have you left the... I have left the...(figures and units
5 (figures and units) height ) height above...(datum) (or...(aree

above...(detum) (or...(area or place)).
or place)) ? or

Report leaving the...(figures and
units) height above...(datum) (or

: i...(erea or place)).
|

i UBY* what is the height of the {The height of the most important
* most important cloudlayers?3cloudlayers is...

082 Report your flying iThe reply to 082? is given by the
conditions in relation 'appropriate answer form of signals

1 to clouds ’? QBF, OBS, OBH, QBK, QBN and DBP.

--"§’=%?’§037°é955: §"a'”"

,fifi QCA may I change from...(figuree You may change from...(figures and b
l and units; to...(figures units) to...(figures and units)
‘ and units height above... height above...(datum).

(datum) 7 or
I am changing from...(figures and
units) to...(figures and units)
height above...(datum).

QCB Delay is being caused by...
1. your transmitting out of turn.
2. your slowness in answering.
3. lack of your reply to my...

QCC

QCD
I

QCE when may I expect approach 9 Expect approach clearance at...clearance ? hours.
or

No delay expected.
QCF é Delay indefinite. Expect approach

5 clearance not later than...hours.
QCG

OCH May I taxi to...(place) 7 Cleared to taxi to...(place). (the
place is given in plain language).

DCI Make a SSH—degree turn immediately
(turning to the...).

J. or .bIf ‘ ’ \



morgum magnificat 03—min

‘ \l Qauwtmn m ilnfurmatton 4,
3 “I I am making a EEO-degree turn f
1 immediately (turning to the...)-
‘ ~~=:—"“\~ I
K 0:3 .
3

OCK ( \ \\‘ t // /j /' ,
g \ / /2/}’/ 7QCL \\.¢\// ,L"/ on

OCM* ( 1%%>;4: —/" Q Your transmission seems defective.___-— 1;? L/ i

QCN \ \ / ‘

/ / 1

0CD //"_\4 Q/ .

0CD //// D “g“
OCH ““2; ii \\ é
0C8 . t Wr*“ ‘s-mr' " :j::r) My reception on...frequency has

1 - broken down.42 / H
. OCT L———— —-—--— wt?
; 4rc:—w -——————-r::= |

3 new i

; ncv i

0qu E

3 QCX what is your full callsign?! My full callsign is...
i or
f E Use your full callsign until
i .SE { further notice. éé
f 4% QCY g I am working on trailing aerial. 9
1

. or
5 ii Work on trailing aerial.
i 052* May I use myabbreviated iYou may use yourabbreviated call
1 call sign ? :sign until further notice.

{
$0“

QDA ]

L QDB Have you sent message... i I have sent message...to...
2‘ tOooo?

QDC* Message...is sent by landline.
000* Message...refused by...

. Inform originator.
f ODE u

ODF What is your D—Value My D—value at...(position) at...
. at...(position)? (figures and units) heigth above
1 or the 1013.2 millibars datum is...
X What is the D-Value at... (D—Value figures and units)...
1 (place or position) (at... (specify plus or minus).

(hours) for the ...millibar orlevel 7 The D—Value at..-(place or position
) at...hours for the...millibarlevel is...(D/Value figures and b2' w r '\9
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sh QBUESIIOU am information
units...(soecify plus or minus).

[NOTE: When the true altitude
{(radio altitude) is greater than
Ethe pressure altitude PS (plus) is
)used and when it is less MS (minus)
iis used._“

not; 5

DDH what causes the interference!Interference is caused by...
O

.

. I

on:
no: 5

DDK ;

UDL Do you intend to ask me for !I intend to ask you for a series
a series of bearings 7 gof bearings.

GDM will you indicate the EThe MAGNETIC heading for you to
iMAGNETIC heading for me to gsteer to reach me (or...) with
gsteer towards you (or...) :no wind was...cegrees (at...hours).

now i

l

000* Will you have station...give;1 will have station...transmit
a signal on the matchfrequenga signal on the watchfrequency

i (or on...) during 1 minute 7§(or on...) during 1 minute.
3 GDP will you accept control I will accept control (or respon-
;~S (or responsibility) of (for) sibilty) of (for)...now (or at...
5f ...now (or at... hours) ? hours).

j ODD
‘

ODR what is my magnetic bearing Your magnetic hearing from me (or
from you (or from...) 7 from...) mas...d89rees (at...hours).

DDS

DDT Are you flying in visual I am flying in visual meteorologic-
meteorological conditions? al conditions.

or
Fly at all times in visual meteoro-
logical conditions.

DDU Cancel my IFR flight plan.
QDU Are you flying in a I am flying in a horizontal

horizontal visibility of visibility of less than...(figures
less than...(figures and and units) height above...(datum).
units 7

QDm

QDX* I accepted control and responsibili
f BUY 9

; 002 l

: zl‘\5
.4. l r -

i 1’ 10 IT
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\ causation .33“, Zinformatwn ,,n- '
QEA May I cross the runway You may cross the runway ahead ofahead of me 7 you.
OEB' May I turn at the inter- Taxi as follows at the intersectionsection ? ....(straight ahead DRT

turn left LEFT
turn right RITE)

QEC May I make a 180-degree You may make a 180-degree turn andturn and return down the return down the runway.runway ?
QED Shall I follow the pilot Follow the pilot vehicle.vehicle ?
QEE

QEF Have I reached my parking You have reached your parking area.area 7 oror I have reached my parking area.Have you reached your park-ing area ?
DEG may I leave the parking You may leave the parking area.area ? g oror = I have left the parking area.Have you left the parkingarea ? ’.
QEH May I move to the holding Cleared to the holding position forposition for runway number runway number... b.¢.. .0. Dr é’2 or I have moved to the holding -

Have you moved to the hold— pusition for runway number...ing position for runway num-ber...?
U‘EI

0E3 May I assume position for Cleared to hold at take-offtake-off? position for runway number...or orHave you assumed position I am assuming take-off position forfor take—off ? runway number...and am holding.
QEK Are you ready for take-off ? I am ready for immediate take-off.
QEL May I take-off (and make a You are cleared to take-off (turn...hand turn after take—off? as follows after take—off...).
DEM what is the condition of the The condition of the landing sur-landing surface at...(place) face at...(place) is...? NOTE: The information is given by

sending appropriate NUTAM Code
groups.

GEN Shall I hold my position 7 Hold your position.
QED Shall I clear the runway Clear the runway (or landing area).(or landing area)? oror I have cleared the runway (or land-Have you cleared the runway ing area).(or landing area)?

a. .If a 11 ' |\



\L @UEBUUH am fluformatwn ,,H' ' “F
‘

QEP

0E0
DER i

QES Is a right—hand circuit lA right-hand circuit is in force
in force at...(place)? !at...(plate).

[JET -/ \//'
DEU I /J\ / '

05v
QEw

DEX

QEY

QEZ ;

g ~.::y :uagzi”(é-m } h“
QFA what is the meteorological iThe meteorological forecast for...

forecast for...(flight, '(flight route, section of route
route, section of route or zones for the period...hours
or zone) for the period until...hours is......hours until...hours? NOTE: When the forecast is given in

0 Code the following sequence of Q

G signal answer forms is to be given: {9
a2: DAD', amx-, um, DNY, QBA, 0mm, OFT 1,3“

and UNI. .

DFB The... 1. Approach 2. runway 3.
approach and runway lights are out
of order.

DFC What is the amount, the At...(place, position or zone) the
type and the height above base of the cloud is...eights......(datum) of the base of type at...(figures and units) height
the cloud at...(place, above...(datum).
position or zone)? NOTE: If several cloud layers or

masses are present, the lowest is
reported first.

OFD 1. Is the visual beacon 1. The ...visual beacon (at...(at...(place)) in operation (place)) is in operation. 2. I will
? 2. Will you switch on the extinguish the aerodrome visual
...visual beacon (at...( beacon (at...(place)) until your
place))? 3. Will you exting—landing is completed.
uish the aerodrome visual ”

. beacon (at...(p1ace)) until
I have landed ?

QFE At...(place) what is the At...(place) the atmospheric
present atmospheric press- pressure at official aerodrome
ure at official aerodrome elevation is (or was observed at...elevation ? hours to be)...millibars.

OFF At...(place) what is the At...(o1ace) the atmospheric
4- 4»l7 " 12 ' )\

filorfiumfiflagnificat (ZR-cob:
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94c-

\L causation m. information ,,‘ present atmospheric pressurfi pressure converted to mean seaconverted to mean sea level level in accordance with meteorolo
in accordance with meteoro- gical practice is (or was deter-
logical practice ? mined at...hours to be)...millibar

DFG Am I overhead ? You are overhead.
QFH may I descend below the You may descend below the clouds.

clouds?
QFI Are the aerodrome lights lit The aerodrome lights are lit.? or

Please light the aerodrome lights.
QFJ
QFK* will you give me landings match tower for landings- or start-

or start and taxi-instruct— or taxi-instructions with lamp sig-ions with lampsignals ? nals.
QFL* Will you shoot pyrotechnical I will shoot pyrotechnical lights.lights ?
QFM what height above....(datum) ....1. Maintain (or fly at)...1. I should maintain ? (figures and units) height above...

2. are you maintaining 7 (datum). 2. I am maintaining...3. do you intend cruising (figures and units) height above...at ? , (datum). 3. I intend cruising at...(figures and units) height above...
(datum).

QFNg
0%? UFO May I land immediately ? You may land immediately.

OFP Will you give me the latest The latest information concerninginformation concerning... ...facility (at...DlaCE) is BS
facility (at...place) ? follows... NOTE: The information is

given by sending appropriate NDTAM
code groups.

QFQ Are the approach and runway The approach and runway lights arelights lit ? lit.
orPlease light the approach and

runway lights.
QFR Does my landing gear appear Your landing gear appears damaged.

damaged ?
QFS Is the ...radio facility at The...radio facility at...(p1ace)...(Place) in operation ? is in operation (or will be in

operation in...hours).
.. or

Please have the...radio facilityat...(place) put in operation.
DFT Between what heights above Ice formation has been observed...(datum) has ice formatior at...(position or zone) in the typebeen observed (at... of...and with an accretion rate(position or zone))? of...between...(figures and units)and...(figures and units) heights

above...(datum).
J.(r t‘13* 71'
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DFU

QFV

QFW

OFX

DFY

QFZ

QGA

QGB

QGC

QED

UGE

@uestion
What is the magnetic
direction (or number) of
the runway to be used 7

Are the floodlights switched
on ? i

What is the length of the
runway in use in...(units)?

Please report the present
meteorological landing
conditions at...(place)?

What is the aerodrome
meteorological forecast for...(place) for the period...until...hours ?

aim

7 ‘9
‘. ‘ 45, It.‘

. ‘n fi 1’r ‘W “frat-Rs;

Are there on my track anyobstructions whose eleva-
tion equals of exceeds my
altitude ?
What is my distance to yourstation (or to...)?

‘14f

QE—tohz

Information ,_

The magnetic direction (or number)
of the runway to be used is...
NOTE: The runway number is indicat-
ed by a two-figure group and the
magnetic direction by a three-
figure group.
The floodlights are switched on.

‘ or
Please switch on the floodlights.
The length of the runway...now in
use is...(figures and units).

‘\

I am working (or am going to work)
on a fixed aerial.

or
Work on a fixed aerial.
The present meteorological landingconditions at...(place) are...
NOTE: When givén in 0 code the
information is sent in the follow-
ing sequence: DAN, QBA, QNY, DBB,
QNH, and/or QFE and, if necessary
QMU, ONT, 083. It is not normally
necessary to precede the DAN, QBA,
DNY and 088 information by these
0 signals but this may be done if
considered desirable. 9)}:-
The aerodrome meteorological fore-
cast for...(place) for the period
...hours until...hours is...
NOTE: When given in 0 code the
following sequence of 0 signal
answer (or advice) forms is to be
used: QAN, QBA, QNY, BBB, and, if
necessary, OMY, ONT and DB].

There are obstructions to the...of runway...
There are obstructions on yourtrack... (figures and units) height
above...(datum).

Your distance to my station (or to
.oo) is...(distance figures and
units). NOTE: This signal is norm-
ally used in conjunction with one
of the signals DDM, DDR, QTE or DUJ.

.51\
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\L @uestmn a'a. information 1.,s- ' P
QGF

OGG_
QGH may I land using... You may land using...(procedure or

(procedure of facility)? facility).
081
053* Reduce your broadcast to a minimum.

I have to work other aircraft.
QGK what track should I make Make a good track from...(place)good ? on...degrees...(true of magnetic).or orWhat track are you making I am making good a track from...good ? (place) on...degrees...(true ormagnetic).
DBL May I enter the... (control You may enter the...(control areaarea of zone) at...(place)? or zone) at...(place).
QGM Leave the...(control area of zone).
DEN May I be cleared to land You are cleared to land (at...(at...(place))? (place)).
080

7 Lending is prohibited at...(Dlace).
QGP What is my number for You are number...to land.landing ?
050 May I hold at...(place) '2 Hold at...(place) at...(figures andunits) height above...(datum) andawait orders.
QGR* may I land at...(place) You may land at...(place) withoutwithout flying the (left) flying the (left) turn.turn ?
UGS

DGT Fly for ...minutes on a headingthat will enable you to maintain atrack reciprocal to your presentone.
QEU Fly for...minutes on a magneticheading of ...degrees.
QGV Do you see me 7 I see you at...(cardinal of quadran-or tel point of direction).Can you see the aerodroma ? oror I can see the aerodrome.Can you see...(aircraft) ? orI see...(aircraft).
QGW Does my landing gear appear your landing gear appears to beto be down and in place ? down and in place.
QGX

QGY

082 Hold on ....direction of....facility.
4- _m-~1‘____g __ .§If ‘ 15
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‘ \L causation do ifnfurmatlun J;w -

QHA

UHB

UHC

QHD

QHE Will you inform me when you I am on...are on...leg of approach 7 1. croeswind leg)
2. downwind leg )
3. base leg ) Of approach.
4. final leg )

UHF

QHG May I enter traffic circuit ,Cleared to enter traffic circuitat...(figures and units) lat...(figures and units) heightheight above...(datum) ? iabove...(datum}.
QHH Are you making an emergency iI am making an emergency landing.landing ? i or

Emergency landing being made at...(place). All aircraft below...(figures and units) height above...(datum) and within a distance of...
1 (figures and units) leave...(p1ace4; or headings). 3;5* 3p") UHI Are you (or 115...)... I am (or...is)... -

1. waterborne ? 1. waterborne)
2. on land 7 2. on land ) at ...hours.

UH]
UHK

QHL

OHM

QHN

0H0
UHP

DHQ may I make a ...approach You may make a ...approach (at...(at...(place)) 7 (place)).
or orAre you making a...epproach? I am making a...approaoh.

DHR '

OHS

QHT

UHU

DHV
‘

nHw

. .57r ‘ 15 ' 1\
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\p causation m, information ,," aHx "
QHY

OHZ' Shall I circle the aero- Circle the aerodrome (or go aroundLdrome (or go around) 7

&X%

QIA
BIB
QIC May I establish communi- Establish communication with...cation uith...radio station radio station on...kHz. (or MHz)

on ...kHz. (or MHz) now (or now (or at...hours).at ....hours) 7 orI will establish communication with....radio station on...kHz. (or
MHz) now (or at...hours).

010* Is your radio-installation My radio-installation functionsfunctioning well ? well.
DIE
OIF What frequency is...using 7 ...is using...Khz. (or MHz).
DIG

\I 01H \ h‘3; DII / > ‘R‘ ‘5‘
I: / ? 65+0 / . 3/w /¢ R5 $6
on I“ \J
QIM I \ 6

am g l010
~ “ ‘1ngcup \ ——-"’

DID

m V ,Is Alt—c.5-a
T L___. __J JQI

2’7/QIU 4
0w —— it‘YDN- ‘aw Q “U5
DIX
QIY (1!an LP

.

"I fi 17 V 1':
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1 :. @UESUOH .37.. information ,,i ' 'f

03A Is my... Your...
1. tape) ,7 1. tape) .
2. mark and space)rEVEISEd' 2. mark and space) 15 reversed.

038 Will you use... I will use...
1. radio 7 1. radio.
2. cable? 2. cable.
3. telegraph 7 3. telegraph.
4. teletypmriter 7 4. teletypewriter.
5. telephone 7 5. telephone.
5. receiver 7 6. receiver.
7. transmitter 7

_

7. transmitter.
6. reperforator 7 i B. reperforator.

03C Will you check your.... 1 I will check my...
1. transmitter distributor7§ 1. transmitter distributor.
2. auto-head 7 2. auto—head.
3. perforator 7 3. perforator.f
4. reperforator 7

i a. reperforator.
5. printer 7 , 5. printer.
6. printer motor 7 6. printer motor.

1 7. keyboard 7 7. keyboard.
1

8. antenna system 7 B. antenna system.
‘ DJD Am I transmitting.... You are transmitting...
‘ c 1. in letters 7 1. in letters. as. . . ~J%f 2. in figures 7 2. in figures. %<'
1 03E Is my frequency shift... Your frequency shift is...

1. too wide 7 1. too wide.
2. too narrow 7 2. too narrow (by...cycles).
3. correct 7 3. correct.

QJF My signal as checked by monitor...
is satisfactory...1. locally.
2. as radiated.

035 Shall I revert to automatic Revert to automatic relay.
relay 7

QJH Shall I run... Run...
1. my test tape 7 1. your test tape.
2. a test sentence 7 2. a test sentence.

031 will you transmit a I am transmitting a continuous...
continuous.... 1. mark.
1. mark 7 2. space.
2. space ?

QJJ
03K Are you receiving... I am receiving...

1. a continuous mark 7 1. a continuous mark.
2. a continuous space 7 2. a continuous space 7
3. a mark bias 7 3. a mark bias.
4. a space bias 7 4. a space bias.

3 J- '5’1\
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\t QBuestIon .me ‘Zlnfurmattun J4" 03L
03M

DJN'
030
UJP

m 33mg;03R 1 $9035 5:75iii/3:
0“ \WIWIEL/
QJU
03V
01w
QJX
QJY
032

1-2.}1": «y ,c5 ‘ ‘ -J? "l\
QKA

.Si DKB
fig4% QKC The sea conditions (at...position)..f’1. permit alighting but not take-off.

2. render alighting extremely
hazardous.

QKD

QKE

DKF may I be relieved (at... You may expect to be relieved at...hours) ? hours (by...1. aircraft..o(idENti-fication) (type...). 2. vessel
whOSe call sign is...(call sign)(and/or whose name (is...(name)).

DKG Will relief take place Relief will take place when...uhen...(identification) (identification) establishes...establishes... 1. Visual.1. visual ? 2. communications, contact with2. communications, contact survivors.with survivors !

DKH Report details of theparallel sweep (track)search being (or to be)
conducted ? ,

orIn the parallel sweep The parallel sweep (track) search(track search being (or to is being (or to be) conducted...
, .57r ~ 19 1 u
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\L causation M information ,4H- .be)conducted, what is (are) 1. with direction of sweeps...... degrees...(true or magnetic).1. the direction of sweeps. 2. with...(distance figures and
2. the separation between units) separation between sweeps3. the height above the 3. at e hei ht of...(figures)datum, employed in the above... datum).search pattern 7 '

QKI
0K3
QKK

UKL

QKM

OKN Aircraft plotted (believed to be
you) in position...on track...degrees at...hours.

0K8 What other units are (or In the operation (...(identifi-will be) taking part in the cation)), the following units areoperation (...(identifi- (or will be) taking part...(namecation of operation)) 7 of units).
or...(name) unit is taking part in

operation (..o(identification))(with effect from...hours).
f

. QKP Which pattern of search is The search pattern is... bg; being followed ? 1. parallel sweep. g?
T - 2. square search. ’
1 3. creeping line ahead.

4. track crawl.
5. contour search.
5. combined search by aircraftand ship.
7. ...(specify).

0K0
QKR

0K5
UKT

DKU

QKV

QKW

DKX

GKY

i DKZ

DLA

§ .J. ‘ 7 .5‘ If 20 \
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0L8

OLC

OLD

OLE

QLF‘
QLG

QLH

ULI
0L3
QLK

QLL

QLM

QLN

DLD

OLD

OLD

QLR

QLS

0LT
QLU

DLV

QLw

QLX

DLY

ULZ

QMA

one
on:
omo
oME

amr
omc

Qa-tohe

causation m, information ,,will you monitor ...stationand report regarfling range,quality, etc.?

Are you using left foot ?

Will you use simultaneous
keying on.-.frequency and
...frequency 7

Is the...radio facilitystill required ?

31¢

I have monitored...station and r
report (briefly) as follows...

Use left foot.

I will new key simultaneously on...frequency and...frequency.

2mg

The ...radio facility is stillrequired.

3%1“
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‘ §k QBueatlon ,yy, information ,,
QMH Shift to transmit and receive on 0

...kHz (or MHz); if communicationis not established within 5 minutesrevert to present frequency.
am] Report the vertical The vertical distribution of clouddistribution of cloud (at... as observed from my aircraft at...(position of zone)) as hours at...(position or zone) is:observed from your aircraft. lowest layer observed...eights...type) with base of...(figuresand units; and tops of...(figuresand units (and similarly in '5

sequence for each of the layers
‘ observed) height above...(datum).

Example: =QMI 1400 11 2 CU 1000
1 FT 2500 FT 5 SC 5000 FT 10000FT 5
; AC 13000 FT 14000 FT ALT:

0M3

‘

QMK
1 on

1

0mm 3

CNN

‘
um

1 amp
i~§ 0M0 Ebt’r‘ ‘-\‘1" MR "‘

0M5

GMT

QMU what is the surface The surface temperature at...:temperature at...(place) (place) at...hours is ...degreesand what is the dew point and the dew point temperature attemperature at that place ? that place is...degrees.
QMV

0mm At...(position and zone) At ...(position and zone) the zerowhat is (are) the height(s) celsius isotherm(s) is (are) at...above... datum) of the zer (figures and units) height(s)celsius isotherm 7
V

' above...(datum).
OMX what is the air temperature At...(position or zone) at...hours(at...(position of zone)) the air temperature is...(degrees(at...hours) at the... and units) at...(figures and units)(figures and units) height height above...(datum).above...(datum) ? NDTE: Aircraft reporting DMX

information will transmit the
temperature figures as correctedfor airspeed.

umv
_

DMZ Have you any amendments tp The following amendment(s) shouldthe flight forecast in be made to the flight forecast...
a. .17' ’1\‘22'
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\L Qauestwn $3“, information 1;s- -

respect of section of route! (If no amendments, signal DMZ NIL).
yet to be traversed ?

dL

» QNA+ Answer in prearranged order.
, UNB‘ Shall I act as relay 7 Act as relay betweer...and...

. ONC+ Here is a message for all stations
DND+ Is this net directed 7 This net is directed.
ONE What indication will my Dn landing at...(place) at...hours,

. altimeter give on landing with your sub-scale being set toat...(place) at...hours, my 1013,2 millibars (29.82 inches),sub-scale being set to your altimeter will indicate...1013.2 millibars (29.95 (figures and units).inches) ?
DNF+ This net is not directed.
QNG+ Shall I take over netcontroIPTake over netcontrol.
QNH What should I set on the E If you set the sub—scale of yoursub-scale of my altimeter altimeter to read...millibars

so that the instrument (or hundredths of an inch), the
would indicate my elevation instrument would indicate yourif I were on the ground at elevation if you were on the ground
your station ? ' at my station at...hours.

.SE NOTE: When the setting is given in E%
'0} hundredths of an inch the abbrevia—E‘

tion “INS" is used to identifythe units.
UNI Between uhat heights Turbulence has been observed at...ebove...(datum) has tur- (position or zone) with an intensi-bulence been observed at... ty of...between...(figures and(position or zone) ? units and.c.(figures and units)

. heights above...(datum).
0N3
QNK

‘ QNL+ Your frequency is low (by...kHz)
QNM

QNN+ What station is netcontrol? Net control station is...
ONO I am not equipped to give the

information (or provide thefacility) requested.
QNP

ONO

QNR I am approaching my point of no
return.

QNS+ Following stations participate.
DNT What is the maximum gust The maximum gust speed of the L7? ‘ 23 ' i\
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@usztion ,3!“

QR-tobe

ilnfurmation 4;§.L
speed of the surface wind surface wind at...(place) at...at...(place) 7 ' hours is...(speed figures andunits).

GNU I

QNV 3

0w !

ONX May I leave netfrequency ? iYou may leave netfrequency.
QNY what is the present weather EThe present weather and intensityand the intensity thereof @thereof at..-(Dlace, position orat...(place, position or Ezone) at...hours is....zone) 7 ENDTE A: when present weather

Sinformation is transmitted by a
fground station, the information
gshall be selected from the present3masther table (Table III) in
PANSMET (Doc 7BUS—mET/525). If noneiof these conditions prevail the re—
‘ply shall be QNV NIL.
1NDTE B: When present weather
;information is transmitted by an
_aircraft, the informatiin shall be
{selected from Item II, AIREP. If
Enone of these conditions prevail
éthe reply shall be QNY NIL or

‘ Ealternatively the appropriate
4? {answer (or advice) form of signals 3%-,’a; EQBF, UBG, QBH, QBK, QBN or GED. aiThe alternative may also be given

iin addition to present weather
{conditions when one or more of the
iconditions listed in Item II
iprevail.QNZ -

DOA

00E
DOC

ODD

DOE

DDF i

DUB 5

QDfi
DUI

QDJ
00K
QUL
00M
DUN

.4. -B(T " 24 'fi )\
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ODD

UUP

000‘
DDR

005
OUT

QOU

DOV

00w
00X
QDY

DDZ

GPA

QPB

OPE

QPD

DF’E

OPF
DPS
UPH

QPI
DPJ
QPK

OPL

0PM

[JPN

0P0
OPP
0P0
DPR

DPS
QPT
QPU

OPV

09w
UPX

@uegtiun ,3!“ information

J I , ".t.‘ .

.-
Jh‘ hf ;'-"--"-.:\ ~-’ ‘vflfi.

955M»: ‘274- Hf/II’m/N/

QEN
I

19.1»,

1);?

‘257
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333’s

OPY

OPZ

DOA

DD?

DOC

DOD

ODE

00F
COG

GDP

00?
003
DUK

00L
DOV

DON

00F
GDP

000
009
005
DDT

ODU

ODV

00w
00X
BUY

002

ORB

ORE

Question

i

i

i

i

i

z

!

{what is the name of your'station 7

How far approximately are
you from my station 7

By what private enterprise
[(or State administration)‘

(IE-cube

433a. ilnformation

w
‘The name of my station is...
I

i The approximate distance between
iour stations is...nautical miles
1(or...kilometers).
The accounts for charges of my
station are settled by the priVateb

1g?

26' ’1\
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“ Question m Information ,45' ,

. . .are accounts for charges enterprise...(or State administra-for your station settled 7 tion).
QRD’ Where are you bound and I am bound for...from...where are you from?
ORE What is your estimated time My estimated time of arrival at...of arrival at...(or over...) (or over...) (place) is...hours.(place) 7

QRF Are you returning to... I am returning to...(place).(place) 7 or
Return to...(place).

ORB will you tell me my exact Your exact frequency (or that of..frequency (or that of...)7 is ...Kcs (or mcs).
QRH Does my frequency Vary 7 Your frequency varies.
QRI How is the tone of my The tone of your transmission is...transmission 7 1. good.

2. Variable.
3. bad.

QR] How many radiotelephone I have...radiotelephone calls tocalls have you to book 7 5 book.
ORK what is the intelligibility The intelligibility of your signal;of my;signals (or those of (or those of...) is...... ? 1. bad.

2. poor.
. 3. fair. 0.fi". 4. good. ‘5“e 5. excellent.

QRL Are you busy 7 I am busy (or I am busy with...).Please do not interfere.
URN Are you being interfered 7 I am being interfered with

1. nil.
2. slightly.
3. moderately.
a. severely.5. extremely.

URN Are you troubled by static 7 I am troubled by static1. nil.2. slightly.3. moderately.
4. severely.
S. extremely.

URD Shall I increase transmitter Increase transmitter power.power 7

QRP Shall I decrease trans— Decrease transmitter power.mitter power 7
0R0 Shall I send faster 7 Send faster (or..mords per minute).
ORR Are you ready for automatic I am ready for automatic operation.*operation 7

_ Send at...uords per minute.
0R5 Shall I send more slowly 7 Send more slowly (...uords perminute). La. a. .» ’II ,27 \
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x Qauegtlon J33“, flnformatwn . J,. 'P
URT Shall I stop sending ? Stop sending.
QRU Have you anything for me 7 I have nothing for you.
ORV Are you ready ? I am ready.
QRw Shall I inform...that you Please inform...that I am calling

are calling him on...kHz him on-...kHz (or Mhz).
(or MHZ).?

QRX When will you call me again? I will.call you again at...hours
’ (on...kHz (or MH2)).

DRY what is my turn 7 ,Your turn is number....(or accord-
(relates to communication) ing to any other indication).

(Relates to communication).
0R2 who is calling me 7 You are being called by...(on...

kHz (or MHz)).
.¢ 0 . ,--qu%fi$éfifififiiy%%§356ruu

USA What is the strength of my EThe strength of your signals (or
signals 7 3 those of...) is...'1. scarcely perceptible.

2. weak.
3. fairly good.

;
a. good.

i
5. very good.

;S 058 Are my signals fading ? Your signals are fading. 99
2" 3f
' ‘ QSC Are you a cargo vessel 7 I am a cargo vessel.

050 Is my keying defective 7 Your keying is defective.
05E What is the estimated drift The estimated drift of the surviVal

of the survival craft ? craft is...(figures and units).
05F Have you effected rescue 7 I have effected rescue and am prof

ceeding to...base (with...persons
injured requiring ambulance).

DSG Shall I send...telegrams Send...telegrams at a time.
at a time ?

05H Are you able to home on I am able to home on my D/F
your D/F equipment ? equipment (on....station).

351 I have been unable to break in on
your transmission.

or
will you inform...(call sign) that
I have been unable to break in on
his transmission (on...kHz .(or
MHz)).

053 What is the charge to be The charge to be collected to...
collected to...including including my internal telegraph
your internal telegraph charge is...francs.
charge 7

'

3
05K Can you hear me between I can hear you between my signals;

2 d- your signals and if so can break in on my transmission. A;
‘ 1r ‘ 23 ' 1\



\L QBueztwn 4,,ng information 1';
I break in on your trans—

} mission.
l QSL- Can you acknowledge receipt? I am acknowledging receipt.
1 05m Shall I repeat the last Repeat the last telegram which you
j telegram which I sent you sent me (or telegram(s) number(s)
1 (or some previous telegram)? ....)
1 USN Did you hear me (or...(call I did hear you (or..(call sign))
3 sign)) on...kHz (or MHz)? on...kHz (or MHZ).
l 050 Can you communicate with... I can communicate with...direct (or
‘ direct or by relay ? by relay through...).
‘ USP 'Will you relay to...free I will relay to...free of charge.
2 of charge?
E 050 Have you a doctor on board I have a doctor on board (or...
1 (or is...(name of person) (name of person) is on board).
I on board)?
i 08R Shall I repeat the call on Repeat your call on the calling fre-
j the calling frequency ? quency; did not hear you (or have
I ' interference).
i 055 what working frequency will !I will use the working frequency...
3 you use ? kHz (normally only the last three
1 figures of the frequency need be
1 given).
1 'QST* Is there any message for Here follows message for radio—hams}a‘6; radio-hams ’? -:<<I". 9
g 1 QSU Shall I send or reply on Send or reply on this frequency (or
i this frequency (or on...kHz on...kHz) (or MHz)) (with emissions(or MHz)) (with emissions of class...).
} of class...)?
3 05V Shall I send a series of Send a series of V's on this
; V's on this frequency (or frequency (or on...kHz (or MH2)).
g ...kHz (or MHz)),?
; asw Will you send on this fre- I am going to send on this fre-' quency (or on...kHz (or MHz) quency (or on...kHz (orMHz)) (with
l (with emissions of class...) emissions of class...).‘ ?

usx will you listen to... I am listening to ...(Ca11 signs)
; (call signs) on... kHz (or on...kHz (or MHz).
1 MHZ) ?
1 QSY Shall I change to trans- Change to transmission on another
l mission on another fre— frequency (or on...kHz (or MHz)).
i quency ?
J 052 Shall I send each word or Send each word or group twice (or
; group more than once ? ...times).
* m“its
1 QTA Shall I cancel telegram Cancel telegram number...
I number...?
1 J- a. v» i§
( I 29
f
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J/

2m?

3 \L QBuzztlon do linformatmn
fi UTE Do you agree with my I do not agree with your counting

counting of words ? of words; I will repeat the firstletter or digit of each word or
group.

OTC How many telegrams have you I have...telegrams For you (or
to send 7 for...)."

ETD What has the rescue vessel ...(identification) has recovered.“
or rescue aircraft re- {1. ...(number) survivors.
covered 7 E2. wreckage.

:3. ...(number) bodies.
UTE What is my TRUE bearing frongour TRUE bearing from me is...

you 7 Edegrees (at...hours).
or S or '

: What is my TRUE bearing fromgvour TRUE bearing from...(callsign)
} ...(callsign) ? Ewas...degrees (at...hours).
i or g

' or
What is the TRUE bearing JThe TRUE bearing of...(callsign)of...(cell sign) from... Efrem...(callsign) was...oegrees(callsign) ? Eat...hours.

QTF Will you give me the {The position of your stationposition of my station {according to the bearings taken
according to the bearings by the D/F stations which I control
taken by the D/F stations was...latitude...longitude (or
which you control ? other indication of position),

; class...at...hours.
1.S9 OTB Will you send two dashes I am going to send two dashes of
34% of ten seconds each followed'ten seconds each followed by my
3 by your call sign (repeated call sign (repeated...times) (on
I ..}times) (on...kHz (or MHz) ...kHz (or MH2)).
‘ or or
3 Will you reouest...to send I have requested...to send two
‘ two dashes of ten seconds dashes of ten seconds followed by
‘ followed by his call sign his call sign (repeated...times)(repeated...times) on...kHz on...kHz (or MHz).

(or MHz) ?
0TH What is your position in My position is...latitude...latitude and longitude (or longitude (or according to any

according to any other other indication).indication) 7 '

DTI What is your TRUE track 7 My TRUE track is...degrees.
0T3 What is your speed ? My speed is...knots (or...ki109

(Requests the speed of 5 meters or...statute miles per hour).
ship or aircraft through (Indicates the speed of a ship or
the water or air res— aircraft through the water of air
pectively respectively.

DTK What is the speed of your The speed of my aircraft inaircraft in relation to the relation to the surface of the
surface of the earth ? earth is...knots (or...kilometersor...statute miles per hour).

UTL What is your TRUE heading ? My TRUE heading is...degrees.
QTM What is your MAGNETIC My MAGNETIC heading is...degrees.

d- heading ? .If r 30 ' IT
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ire.
A;

§¢,

QTN

QTU'

UTD

0T0

DTR

DTS

QTT

QTU

QTV

QTW

UTX

DTY

DTZ

UUA

DUB

Question
At what time did you depart
from...(place) 7

Are you airborne ?
or

Have you left dock (or port)?
Are you going to slight(or land) ?

or
you going to enter dock
port) ?

Are
(or
Can you communicate with
my'station by means of the
international code of sign-
als ?
What is the correct time‘?
Will you send your callsignfor tuning purposes or so
that your frequency can be
measured now (or at...hours) on...kHz (or NHz) ?

What are the hours during
which your station is open
Shall I stand guard for
you on the frequency of...
kHz (or MHz) (from...to
...hours) ?
What is the condition of
survivors ?

Will you keep your station
open for further communi—
cation with me until furthernotice (or until...hours) ?

Are you proceeding to the
position of incident andif so when do you expect
to arrive ?
Are you continuing the
search 7

E\4tr43
Have you news of...(call sign) ?-
Can you give me in the
following order information

do

fi31

03-min

information
I departed from...(place) at...hours.
I am airborne.

or
I have left dock (or port).
I am going to alight (or land).

or
I am going to enter dock (or port).

I am going to communicate with your
station by means of the inter- '

national code of signals.
The correct time is...hours.
I will send my call sign for tuning
purposes or so that my frequency
may be measured now (or at...hours)
on...kHz (or MHz).

The identification signal which
follows is superimposed on another
transmission.
My station is open from...to...hours.
Stand guard for me on the frequency
of...kHz (or MHz) (from...to...
hours) .

Survivors are in...condition and
urgently need...
I will keep my station open for
further communication with youuntil further notice (or until...hours).
I am proceeding to the position of
incident and expect to arrive at...hours (on...date).
I am continuing the search for...(aircraft, ship, survival craft,survivors or wreckage).
efib'

REES:

Here is news of...(ca11 sign).
Here is the information requested
r—

“)1“

’7’
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\l QHUESIIUU .53“, information J;‘ concerning: the direction (The units used for speed and
in degrees TRUE and speed distances should be indicated).
of the surface wind;
visibility; present weather;
and amount, type and height
of base of cloud above
surface elevation at... I

(place of observation) ?

out what is the number (or othergThe number (or other indication)
indication) of the last éof the last message I received from
message you received from éyou (or from...(call sign)) is...
me (or from...(call sign))? 3

DUB Have you received the {I have received the urgency signal
urgency signal sent by... gsent by...(call sign of mobile
(call sign of mobile !station) at...hours.
station) 7 i

DUE Can you use telephony in... §1 can use telephony in...(language)
(language), with interpreterion...kHz (or mHz).
if necessary; if so, on what?
frequencies 7 E

QUF Have you received the dis- 1I have received the distress signal
tress signal sent by... sent by...(call sign of mobile
(call sign of mobile station) at ...hours.
station) 7

DUB will you be forced to alight‘I am forced to alight (or land)
.e'. (or land) '? immediately. 5%.

‘E or a
I will be forced to alight (or
land) at...(position or place) at
...hours.

QUH will you give me the The present barometric pressure at
present barometric pressure sea level is...(units).
at sea level ? NOTE: Stations of the international
NOTE: Stations of the inter- aeronautical telecommunication
national telecommunication service will interpret this signal
service will interpret this as: The present atmospheric
signal as: what is the pressure at the present water
present atmospheric pressure level at...(place of position) at
at the present water level? ...hours is...(figures and units).

DUI Are your navigation lights 'My navigation lights are working.
working ?

nun will you indicate the TRUE The TRUE track to reach me (or...)
track to reach you (or...) ? is...degrees at...hgurs.

QUK Can you tell me the condi- The sea at...(place or co—ordinate)
tion of the sea observed is...at...(place or co—ordinate)?

AERUNAUTICAL NOTE: Stations of the international aeronautical tele—
communication service will complete the information form by the use
of a numbered alternative as given hereafter, selected according to
the average wave height as obtained from the larger wellformed
waves of the wave system being observed. If observed height

J. coincides with one of the limits, report the lower numbered .
Ir ‘ 32 ' j\
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QB-tobt

J/
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be reported as "5".
Number

Calm—glassy
Calm-rippled
Smooth wavelets
Slight
Moderate
Rough
Very rough
High
Very high
Phenomenal

(DCDxIUILHI—‘UM—‘O

DUL Can you tell me the swell
observed at...(place or co—
ordinates) ?

AERUNAUTICAL NOTE: Stations of the

Additionally, stations of the inte
communication service may indicate
of the appropriate cardinal of qua
E, SE, etc. following the numbered
condition. The descriptions in the
as follows:

alternative, 9.9. waves with a mean maximum height of 4 meters are to
information

Height
Meters Feet (approx.)

0 D

0—0.1 0-1/3
0.1—0.5 1/3-1 2/3
0.5-1.25 1 2/3-4
1.25—2.5 4-8
2.5-4 8—13
4-5 13-20
6-9 20-30
9—14 30—45

Over 1h Over 45

The swell at...(place or co-ordi-
nates) is...
international aeronautical tele-

communication service will complete the answer (information) form by
the use of the following numbered alternatives:
Number Length of Swell Height Number Length of Swell Height

0 — - 5 Long Moderate
1 Short or average Low 6 Short Heavy
2 Long Low 7 Average Heavy
3 Short Moderate 8 Long Heavy
4 Average Moderate 9 Confused -

rnational aeronautical tele-
the direction of swell by the use
ndrantal point abbreviation N, NE,
alternate for indicating swell
above numbered alternatives are

Length of Swell
Meters Feet (approx.)

Short = 0-100 0—300
Average = 100—200 300-800
Long = Over 200 Ever 600

Height of Swell
Meters Feet (Approx.)

Low = 0-2 0-?
Moderate = 2-4 7-13
Heavy = Over A Over 13

When there is no swell, the number
the swell is such that the length
cannot be determined,
BUM

DUN

May I resume normal working?
mill vessels in my immedi-
ate vicinity (or in the
vicinity of...latitude...longitude (or of...))
please indicate their
position, TRUE course and

\A,

the numbered

ed alternative "0" is used; when
and height of the swell waves
alternative "9" is used.
Normal working may be resumed.
My position, TRUE course and speed
are...

~337—
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\L QBuzstwn m. iinformatmn ,4fi lspeed ?
AERDNAUTICAL NOTES:
a. All stations of the international aeronautical telecommunication
sertice will interpret this signal (in part) as referring to TRUE
TRACK.
b. English-speaking stations of the maritime mobile service will
interpret this signal (in part) as referring to TRUE HEADING. When
communication with such stations it is recommended that supplement-
ary use be made of the signal DTI-to avoid any misunderstanding.
DUB Shall I search for... Dlease search for...

1. aircraft, 1. aircraft,
2. ship, 2. ship,
3. survival craft, 3. survival craft,
in the vicinity of... in the vicinity of...latitude...
latitude...longitude longitude (or according to any
(or according to any other .other indication).
indication) ?

0UP will you indicate your My position is indicated by...
position by... 91. searchlight.
1. searchlight 7 1 2. black smoke trail.
2. black smoke trail 7 :3. pyrotechnic lights.
3. pyrotechnic lights ?

QUQ Shall I train my Searchlight Please train your searchlight on a
nearly vertical on a cloud, cloud, occulting if possible and,
occulting if possible and, if my aircraft is seen or heard,

4gfi if your aircraft is seen or deflect the beam up wind and on E?
4% heard, deflect the beam up the water (or land) to facilitate 5

wind and on the water (or my landing.
land) to facilitate your
landing.

OUR Have survivors.... Survivors....
1. received survival 1. are in possession of survival

equipment 7 equipment dropped by...
2. been picked up by rescue 2. have been picked up by rescue

vessel 7 vessel.
3. been reached by ground 3. have been reached by ground

rescue party ? rescue party.
BUS Have you sighted survivors Have sighted...

or wreckage ? 1. survivors in water,
If so, in what position 7 2. survivors on rafts,

3. wreckage,
in position...latitude...longitude(or according to any other indi-
Cation). I

OUT Is position of incident Position of incident is marked by..
marked 7 1. flame or smoke afloat.

2. sea marker.
3. sea marker dye.
4. ...(specify other marking).

QUU Shall I home ship or air- Home ship or aircraft...(call sign)
craft to my position ? ...1. to your position by transmitting

J_ .5
[Ta " 34 .7, )\
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Question '. ilnformatmn
§$ J.( 4;

your call sign and long dashes on
... KHz (or MP2).
2. by transmitting on...kUz (or

IMHZ) TRUE track to reach you.
*DUV What is my NAGNETIC bearing Your MAGNETIC bearing to reach me

to reach you (or...)7 (or...) was...degrees at...(time}.
Quw Are you in the search area I am in the...(designation‘ search

designated as...(design— area.
ator or latitude and longi-.
tude) 7 ;

*OUX Will you give the MAGNETIC iYour MAGNETIC heading to steer to
heading to steer to you Jme (or...) with no wind is ...(or...) with no wind 7 idegrees at...(time).

DUY Is position of survival lposition of survival craft was
craft marked 7 Emarked at...hours by...

31. flame or smoke float.
i2. sea marker.
13. see marker dye.
'4. ...(soecify other marking).

nuz i

v/ \\//‘ ;@)\\\J
OVA bc’75: ave g:—

DVC

DVD

QVE

DVF

OVG

QUH

UVI
0V3
UVK

DVL

QVM

QVN

DVD

DVD

DVD

DVR

QVS

OVT

J- .5IT “ 35 "’ \
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We.

OVU

Dvw

DVX

UVY

GVZ

own
GIMP

OWE

ONO

QUJE

Om?

mm 1

DW
DUN:

0qu
WV
(ML

QLUM

OW}

ULUU

amp
OHIO

DlUR

DUB

Q‘LIJT

EMU

01W

mum

awx
Dwv

QUIZ

UXA

OX8

QXC

@uestmn 43%- information 1/-r
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37

UXD

morgumfiflagni icat

w

x z

4

l

UXV

OX

DXX

QXY

0

Guam
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giro

0fo
0Y0
DYD

0Y0
CYP

E'VS

DYT

OVL?

QVU

GYW

OYX

OYV

CYZ

02!:
DZ?

02:
020
025
OZF

DZG

DZ'rJ

OZI
023
02v.
DZL

OZ”
UZN

02':

020
0293
025
DZT

DZU

OZU

Question

QB-tobe

skL ilnfurmation

W2) 32—!)
’r'm ma

1/-r

911$
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\L Qauwtlon 33¢, information J,”I
DZX ?
OZY

J

022 1

The series OVA — 1322 inclusive have not been allocated to date.
r

i

‘

Bergen 0;) Zoom - ”aassluis,15 september 1988.

Wt-12.49%
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Z-CDDES are generally arranged as follows;

Macro"...

{3

Air- (Sea) traffic control
Take off and landing _

Radionavigation and landingsfacilities
Meteorology
Direction finding
Search and rescue
Communication security
Strength and readability
Various
Frequencies
Interference and delay
CallingTraffic
Radio guard
Messages
Serial numbers
Relay
Routing
Eouipment
Automatic transmissions
Facsimile
Optical
Communication exercises

Skew-— —_ 4o 7——

WWC3

..~..0Dm

ZSA-ZSZ
ZUA—ZQZ
ZLN—ZLZ
ZUN—ZUZ
ZNA—ZMZ
ZPN-ZDZ
ZNA—ZNZ
ZPA—ZDM
ZUA-ZUM
ZRA-ZRZ
ZHA-ZHM
ZGA-ZBZ
ZAA~ZCZ
ZUA-ZKZ
ZDA—ZFZ
ZIA-ZIZ
ZUA-ZOM ZVA—ZVZ
ZDN—ZDZ
ZTA-ZTZ
ZHN—ZHZ
ZLA-ZLM
ZJA-ZJZ
ZUA-ZWZ ZZA-ZZZ

Donn...

! 6:3fix“

A
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\L QBuestmn ,3!“ information J,
ZAA You are not observing propercircuit discipline.
ZAB Your speedkey is improperly

adjusted.
ZAC Cease using speedkey.
ZAD Your operating signal (made at...)received as... (1. Not understood;2. Not held).
ZAE I am unable to receive you.Receipt through...
ZAF Will you patch me through I am about to patch you throughto... (via you or...) ? to... (via...).
ZAG Break...(1. Go ahead with next tape

2. Go back...feet; 3. Advance yourkey tape to reference mark number
and repeat last transmission (ortransmission...). '

ZAH Unable to relay message... in
present form (1. Not in prescribed
format; 2. Format lines...incorrect3. No on—line facility available;4. Call signs not encrypted; 5.Text not encrypted). .

we file. Transmit correctly pre-pared message to all addressees(or to...).
ZAI Run...(1. Caller; 2. Test tape;3. Synchronizing tape; 4. Traffictape; 5. marking signals; 5. Spa:—

ing signals; 7. Reversals; 8. Run
teletypewriter space bar signals;9. Datel test at...bd).

ZAJ I have been unable to break you.

it.

ZAK Transmission on...kHz (or MHz) sus—pended until...(or was suspended at...) on account of electricalhazards (or...).
ZAL I am closing down (until...) due to
2AM I am unable to obtain reply fromteleprinter switchboard...(forconnection to...). Request you callhim (or other intermediate switch-board) for me.
ZAN Transmit only messages of and aboveprecedence...
ZAD I cannot understand your speech.Use radiotelegraph.

2mg

yr a .1 , fi\
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ZAP

ZAR

ZAS

ZAT

ZAU

ZAV

“3
ZAw

ZAY

ZAZ

Question
Shall I work...(1. Simplex;
2. Duplex; Diplex; A.
Multiplex; 5. Single Side—
band; B with automatic
error correction system; 7.Jwithout
rection system;

automatic error cor
a. with ,

time and frequency diversi-i
ty modem). 7

what is teletype range i

taken on my signal(s) ?

Shall I transmit 12 inches
of blank tape at short
intervals at...minute '7'

!

words per

,3!“ information

Z-tobe

l4.{;
Work...(1. Simplex 2; Duplex 3.
Diplex; 4. Multiplex; 5. Single
Sideband; 5. With automatic error
correction system; 7. without auto-
matic error correction system; 8.
with time and frequency diversity
modem).

The last word (or group)... (1.
Received from you was...; 2. Trans-
mitted to you was...).
This is my ...request (or reply).
(1. First; 2. Second; 3. Third;
etc.).
Rerun all tapes run on...since...
(1. Your present frequency; 2. ...
kHz (or MHz); 3. Call sign...;
a. This channel or....channel).
Am preparing traffic (perforating
tape) for transmission.
Teletype range taken on your
signal(s) is...t0...
Transmit traffic for me (or for..J
by broadcast method until further
directed (or until...).

$7IW
Transmit 12 inches of blank tape
at short intervals at...words per
minute.

You are...(1. Causing interference:
Listen before sending; 2. Causing
interference by inattention to
order to wait; 3. Sending at the
same time as...(call sign); 4-
Causing delay by slowness in
answering. 5. CaUSing delay by
slowness in answering my service
or procedure messages; 6. Answer—
ing out of turn).
Transmit traffic to me (or to...
on...kHz (or MHz)) without waiting
for receipts. I (or...) will
receipt for traffic later (on...
kHz(or MH2)).
One or more transmitters, simul—
taneously keying on this broad—
cast, are defective but trans-
mission will continue on remaining
transmitters. Traffic 50 trans-
mitted will be repeated when full
service is restored. L

~42 ' 1\
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§.L
ZBA

ZBB

ZBC

ZBD

ZBF

ZBG

ZBH

ZBI
ZBJ
ZBK

ZBL

ZBM.934.

ZBN

280

280

ZBR

ZBS

Question
what is cause of delay(or of bad transmission) 7

will you repeat what you(or...) sent (at...) 7.

Are you receiving my traf-fic clear 7

Of what precedences ?

When and on what frequency
was message...received ?
Shall I send by...(1. Direct (R) method;
2. Broadcast (F) method;3. Intercept (I) method;4. Repeat back (8) method)9

s. 43 .e

43%.

Z-cuhe

information
Delay (or bad transmission) due to

For following message you will
require a total of... copies.
You are transmitting a continuous...(1. Mark; 2. Space).
Following is what I (or...) sent(Btu-0).-
Retransmit message...to...(for...)(1. Action; 2. Information).
For following message use large
message forms.
You are transmitting in upper case.
Make preliminary call before trans-' mitting traffic. I

Listen for radiotelephony.

I am receiving your traffic...(1. Clear; 2. Garbled).
I am unable to receive you while
I am transmitting. Do not use
break—in—procedure.
Place...on match on this frequency.(1. A qualified speedkey operator;2. A competent operator).
Your...is reversed. (1. Tape; 2.
Mark and space).
I have (or...has)...(numeralfollowed by precedence prosign foreach pro-precedence) message(s)for you (or for... .
Your...(1. Characters are indis—tinct; 2. Spacing is bad).
Message...mas received at...on...kHz (or MHz).
Send by...(1. Direct (R) method;2. Broadcast (F) method; 3. Inter-cept (I) method; 4. Repeat back (G)method).

Your...(1. Dots are too heavy; 2.Dots are too light; 3. Dots arevarying in bias; 4. Dots spacingis bad; 5. Dots are missing; 6.Dots are hurting).

1/

249



ask.

ZBT

ZBU

ZBV

ZEN

ZBY

ZEZ

ZCA

ZCE

Morgumfilagnifitat

QBuestion
How do you count followingtext groups....?

will you shift (or ask...to shift) to transmit on
...kHz (or van) 7

What is the printingacceptibility of my signals
(or those of...‘ °i

Z-tobe

Text group(s)...should be counted
as...groups.
Report when you are in radiocom—
munication with....
Answer_me (or...) on ...kH2
(or MHz).
I am (or...is) shifting to trans-
mit on ...kHz (or MHz).

Pass...(1. Dn broadcast...; 2.
Dn broadcast...single operator;
3. On broadcast...tmo operator
period; 4. Dn Broadcast...general
periods only).
The printing acceptibility of
your signals (or those of...) is
1. Unacceptable - tatally corrupt;
2. Unacceptable — very corrupt;
3. Unacceptable - partly corrupt;
a. Acceptable — now and then cor—
rupt; 5. Acceptable — no corrup—
tion.

Satellite(s) is/are pre-empted
from .....Z to .....2.
Change to double-hop working usingsatellites......west and......East
now (or at....hours).
Establish.....on access......channel (A/B)
1. 300 db Emergency patch;
2. Phase—reversing-keying.
Weight your access to ...(callsigd
by .....db.
Access satellite......n0w (or at
....h0urs) with......
1. Spread Spectrum Modulation

(normal allocation).
2. Spread Spectrum Modulator

changed to access......3. Spread Spectrum Demodulator
changed to actess.....4. Frequency Modulation.

5. Phase Shift Keying Modulation.
Remove access...nom (or at....hours)
1. Spread Spectrum Modulation

‘44r
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morgummagnificent Z-tobe

\L Gammon M linfurmatlun 4," (1—40). ’
2. Frequency Modulation.
3. Phase—reverse-keying.
4. Phase Shift Keying Modulation.

ZCG what is your frequency My frequency modulation deviation
modulation deviation ? is...

ZCH What is your tracking mode ? My tracking mode is....1. Autotrack.
2. Manual tracking.
3. Hand barring.

ZCI what is your.....? My 1. is.....watts.1. Total output power. 2. ........ .2. Quality meter reading. 3. ....... accesses.3. Number of accesses. 4. .......watts.4. Frequency modulation
access power.

ZCJ Are you experiencing equip- I am experiencing trouble with my
ment trouble 7 1. Spread Spectrum Modulator.

2. Frequency division multiplex
equipment.

3. Line modem. -

4. Time division multiplex equip—
ment.

5. Switching or patching.
B. Servo system.
7. Transmitter.g 8. Receiver. 53:.'5‘ 9. Parametric Amplifier. a
10. Phase Shift Keying Modulator.

ZCK Shall I loop my.....? Loop your.......1. Spread Spectrum Modulator 1. Spread Spectrum Modulator Ch...
2. Line modem 2. Line modem.
3. Time division multiplex 3. Time division multiplex equip—

equipment. ment.
4. Frequency division multi— 4. Frequency division multiplexplex equipment. equipment.

ZCL Have you checked speed set— I have checked speed setting on...ting of all equipment on... (channel/circuit)(channel/circuit) ?
ZCM May I carry out.... on Carry out....on satellite......satellite........? 1. Spread Sprectrum Modulation

1. Spread Spectrum Modula- back-to-back check.tion back-to-back check. 2. Range measurement.2. Range measurement. ’ 3. Power Balance.
3. Power Balance.

ZCN Are you ready to synchronize I am ready to synchronize SpreadSpread Spectrum Access. Spectrum Access......
250 On your FM/FDM Access.....1. Suppress telegraph Channel...

1-9
2. Open telegraph Channel...(1—9)

7'! ‘ 45 ' fi\
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Afr.

o\L

ZCP

ZCQ

ZCT

ZCU

ZCV

2cm

causation

Z—tobe

m, information J,
Change (total) radiated power....1. On narrow band to......watts.2. Dn Spread Spectrum.....uatts.

Note: This power excluded that
for access D or E.

3. 0f access.....(1-40, N1-N5, D

or E) to.......watts.
A. Of access.....(1-40, RAE) to...-(D,3,6,9 db) below full accessat Combiner Unit.
Change Fm/FDM mode to Mode.......
(A/D) with deviation......kHz.
I am about to initiate........1. Serial
2. Parallel synchronization of

accesses.......and.......
Switch your Spread Spectrum Access
........modulator to......
1. Code off
32. Search
‘3. Sync. 1

A. Sync. 2
5. Traffic
6. Channel A Normal On
7. Channel B Normal On.
My spread Spectrum Access demodu-
lator 15.00.000.30
1. CM tuned
2. In short—code lock
3. In long—code lock
4. In long—code and data-lock on

Channel A only.
5. In long~code and data-lock on

both channels.
Set Spread Spectrum Access......t0
1. Channel A only.
2. Channel A and B retaining

original radiated power for this
access.

Set speed of Spread Spectrum Access
coo....Chann81.ooccn(A/B) t0.....1. 1300 bd. A. 1200 bd.
2. 2800 bd. 5. 2400 bd.
3. 600 bd. E. 4800 bd.
1. Check your.....and advise
2. I have lost......3. Perform back to back through....
4. Bypass
5. I have bypassed
6. Retune demodulator
To be used in conjunction with ZCX.

<~ 46 r
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ZCX

ZCY

ZCZ

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
1B.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

1.
2.
3.

12.

1.
2-
3.
4o

5.

9.

4‘. 47 .7

Z-cobe

information
Test loop 1

Test loop 2
Test loop 3
Test loop A

Paramp
High Power Amplifier
Demodulator
Mux Channel A

Mux Channel B

Demux Channel A

Demux Channel 5
Coder
Decoder
Tracking (including side lobe)
5 MHz standard
Synthesizer
Power Supply
Modulator
Satellite
Crypto Equipment
Patching DC

Patching RF
Patching Clock

Operate at......(BPS)........75
84
150
188
300
336
EDD
672
1200
2400
4800
9600

To be used in conjunction with ZCZ.
Coded
Uncoded
Satellite Access Channel at...DEW

Relinquish Satellite Access dueto sole access.....Relinquish Satellite Access dueto violation of Power restric—tions
Increase power to .....DBwDecrease power to......DBw
NB ALPHA
NB BRAVO

10. Change Satellite Access Controlt0....at DEW.

T9139
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ZDA

ZDE

ZDC

ZDD

ZDE

ZDF

ZDG

ZDH

201

203

ZDK

ZDL

ZDN

ZDN

ZDD

@uestion 03!

Does the last message (or
message....) require a
signal of execution 7

How many groups does your
message contain 7

will you repeat message....(or portion...) (or will you
rerun number) ?

‘=5. will not continue further
gefforts. Request Cancel and file;
’6. Give more complete address).

Z-mbe

information 1,

I have a formal message for you
(precedence is.....).
Expedite reply(ies) to my.....(1. Previous operating signal; 2.
Request(s) for repetition and
correction; 3. Service message...)
Last message (or message.....) re-
quires a signal of execution.

Bring message...to the circuit.
Message...undeliverd...(1. Station
closed until....Z; 2. Attempting
alert station to re-open (for Flash
or Immediate precedence only) 3.
mill continue efforts to effect
disposal; a. Advise disposition;

MessaQE....was: (1. Received by
(addressees designation) at ....Z
2. Received by (adressees designa-
tion communications center) at....Z
3. Deliveredto (addressees designe-
tion by broadcast at....Z. 4. For-
warded to (addressees designation)
by commercial means at ....Z S.
Mailed to (addressees designation)
at....Z.

71"“?

Accuracy of following message(s) or
message... is doubtful. Correction
of confirmation will be forthcoming.
Request corrected copy of message...
be forwarded to....
Place this message (or message...)
0n...(1. Mercast; 2. Mercast one
operator period).
I have a message containing...
groups to transmit to you (or to...
Following repetition (of...) is
made in accordance with your request

Confirmation...(1. Was omitted;
2. Differs from text).
I am holding your message....
Report disposal of meSSage....yOUrstation with any reason for delay.
I could not send message...to.... .L

‘- 48 "” ‘I\
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zop

200

ZDR

ZDS

ZDT

ZDU

20v

zow

ZDX

ZDY

ZDZ

ZEA

ZEB

ZEC

causation

Z-tobe

oh. information 1,

Have you received message..?message...(1. Not received; 2. uni—

is confirmed.
Message....was relayed to...by...at...(on...kHz (or MHz)).
This is a multiple—address or book
message tape containing...routingindicators in the routing line
which is to be routed in accordance
with the established doctrine.
Message (or message...) which you
have (or...has) just forwarded was
incorrectly transmitted. Correct
Version of message (or part or por—
tion...) is..-.
Exercise messages are not to be
sent until further orders (or until
Pass the following...(1. Private
message (telegram); 2. Service
telegram...) (Number of words
charged for 15...).
Private message (telegram) received
for...Request instructions.
In addition to the regular broad—
cast times, this hydrographic mes—
sage is to be transmitted on the
following hydrographic schedules...(1. ....schedule; 2. All schedules
on...(dete); 3. All schedules from
0.- t0 .0. (dates inclusive).
'Messages up to and including serial(or circuit) number...have been pre-viously transmitted.
Private messages (telegrams) arenot to be sent until further orders(or until...).
0n...(date) message(s) was (were)
mailed to....(command(s)) bearingserial numbers....
._'7?a:be§§¢gaehi

Pass plain language copy to....bysecure means.
This is a reprocessed ICAU message.

dentified. Give better identifyingdata).

Hold my message...until correctness f

94¢
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morsumfllagnifimt

Me;

ZED

ZEE

ZEF

ZED

ZEH

ZEI

ZEJ

ZEK

ZEL

ZEN

ZEN

ZED

ZEP

ZEQ

Qaueztion ,3!“ information

Is message...a correction to
message...which was previous
ly transmitted with doubt—
ful or missing groups
(words)

Z—cuhz

‘\
The following confirmatory infor-
mation as received is at variance
with the text.
Request message...be transmitted.
This message has been read ,

(received or intercepted) from a
ship at sea.
This message is not to be decrypted
or reported outside the communica—
tion center....(1. Aggressor Force;
2. Friendly force).
Accuracy of...portion of following
message (or message...) is doubt—
ful. Correction or confirmation
will be forwarded when received.
(1. Heading; 2. Text; 3. Group...t0...).
Accuracy is doubtful of heading of
message received as follows.....
Check to station of origin if
necessary and repeat.
Replies to this message (or message....) are to be sent now (or at...).
No answer is required. 1‘“This message is a correction (to
message...) (transmitted by...).
Note: May only be used in conjunc-
tion with 205.

‘m

This message has been delivered by
a separate transmission or by other
means (1. Messenger/courier;
2. Mail) to the addressee(s)
immediately following this opera-
ting signal.
Transmit this message by rapid
means when no charges are involved
and to all others by mail.
This message (or message...) was
incompletely received. Each word or
group missed, which is indicated
by position of ZED in the message,will be forwarded as soon as
obtained.
Message...(or this message has been
...(1. Missent to this station.
Received at....Z. Message protected
2. Missent to this station and un-
able to protect delivery due to... .b‘50', “



morgumfilagnificat

.{h

\&‘

ZER

ZES

ZET

ZEU

ZEV

ZEW

ZEX

ZEY

ZEZ

ZFA

fiuestion

Request you acknowledge
message...

Z—tobe

.33. information J,
Request you re-transmit to the ap-
propriate called station(s); 3. Wis
routed to this station and has been
rerouted to...et....Z. Recommend
corrective action; a. Misrouted to
this station and unable to protect
delivery (for...) due to...Request
your station protect delivery; 5.
Routed to +his station in format
line 2, but without delivery res—
ponsibility in format lines 7 or 8.
Advise. 6. Delayed due to mis-
routing and is being retransmitted
herewith.)
This is a multiple-address or book
message tape containing...routing
indicators in the routing line for
which the station called in the
pilot is responsible.
Your message...has been received...
1. Incomplete; 2. Garbled). Request
retransmission.
Message...has been protected and no
further action by...is required.
Exercise (drill) message.
Message (or message...) is acknow—
ledged.
Your station is invited, for...(1. Action; 2. Information), to
message...which is in your'files.
This is a book message and may be
delivered as a single-address mes—
sage to addressees for whom you are
responsible.
This message (or message...) has
been (or will be) put on the...
broadcast schedules (serial number
I...
when delivery is effected of this
book message to addressee by com-
mercial means, or when copy is for—
fiarded to confirm message previous-
ly delivered by telephone it is to
(May only be used in conjunction
with ZEX.)

‘1“???
Following message has been read
(received or intercepted).

a. 51 .»

be sent as a single address message

2*?



Morsumfllagnifiwt

ZFB

ZFC

ZFD

ZFE

ZFF

ZFS

ZFH

ZFl

ZFJ

ZFK

ZFL

ZFM

@uefition

Have you received (or sent)
the executive signal
("Execute") for message...?

Is there any reply to
message...?

Does message...(or stationserial number...) concern
me (or...) 7

Was there any traffic
addressed to me on...broad—
cast schedule between serial
numbers...and....?

As. 52 .7

or.

Z-whe

information
Pass this message to...(1. on arri-
val; 2. On return to base).
Executive signal ("Execute“) for
last message (or the following
message) has been made (or,uas made
at.... '.

1/

This message is a suspected dupli-
cate.
Pass message...(uhich is in your
files) to addre55ee(s) for whom you
are responsible using the indicated
supplementary heading.
Inform me when this message (or
message...) has been received by...
(addressee designation) or by...(1.
Action addressee(s); 2. Information
addressee(s); 3. All addressees; 4.
Action addressee's/addresses' mes-
sage center; 5. Information
addresse's/addressees' message cen-
ter; 6. All addressees' message
center). (NOTE: NOT AUTHORIZED FOR
USE ON GENERAL MESSAGES).

This message is an exact duplicate
of a message previously transmitted
and is to be delivered to all ep-
propriete addressees served by the
receiving communication facility.

2*?

This message (or message...) is
being (or has been) passed to you(or...) for... (1. Action; 2. Infop
mation; 3. Comment)(at the request
01:09.)
There is no reply to message....

Message(s)...number(s)...not trans-
mitted on this schedule (or on
schedule...) are no longer needed.
Nessa e,..(or station serial number
... 1. Does not concern you
or...;: 2. No longer concerns you
Dru-o 0

Following traffic was addressed to
you on...broadcast schedule between
serial numbers... and...
Message(s) serial number(s)...(to...) which was (were) transmitted
during unserviceability of one or
more transmitters, simultaneously
keyed, will now be repeated.



morgumfilagnifitat

3‘!!!-

\LA

ZFN

ZFD

zrp
ZFQ

ZFR

ZFS

ZFT

ZFU

ZFV

ZFW

ZFX

ZFY

ZFZ

ZGA

ZGB

ZGC

causation ,3!“

What is my call sign for use
on this circuit only ?

Z—Lobe

ilnfurmation

Message ...is being deliveredas
a basegram message.
Basegram.
Two messages (...and...) received
under channel number (or stationserial number)...Both released.
Cancel transmission...(made under
channel of station serial number
.00).
Make message...same channel or
station serial number as this pro-
cedure message.
Message...received without channel
number (or station serial number)
following message bearing channel
number (or station serial number)
...Message is released. .

Channel numbers...and...preceded
message...lower number recorded
and higher number blanked.
Message...containing channel
number(s)...separated by portions
of the message, released subject
to correction, Take necessaryaction to...provide corrected copy(to-on).
BLANK channel number(s)...Forward
message...as channel number...
Channel number (or station serial
number)... is open.

‘ gfifiyéézé‘)
Your call signfor use on this cir-cuit only is...
Send (answer)...(1. In alphabeti-cal sequency of call signs. Each
station to make its call signs
once (or...times); 2. In the fol-
ouing sequency of call signs).
Station to station receipts arenot required for this FLASH mes-
sage (authorization for use must
be prescribed by authorities con-trolling network/systems).

0 ’7’~53r

\\

9310
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. ' .

\L QBUESIIDH We information 4,H 260 Two stations are using the sameindefinite call sign on...kHz (or
MHZ). Both stations are to selectdifferent call signs.

ZGE Send your call sign(s) once (or...times) or this frequency (or on...kHz (or MHz)).
ZGF Make call signs more distinctly.
258 What is call sign of... Call sign of...is...(1. Friendly(1. Friendly striking force striking force aircraft; 2. Friend-aircraft; 2. Friendly shad- ly shadowing aircraft; 3. Incoming

owing aircraft; 3. Incoming vessel; 4. Senior officer presentvessel; 4. Senior officer afloat (0; Officer in tacticalpresent afloat (or Officer command); 5. Ship acting as flag-in tactical command); 5. ship for...).Ship acting as flagship for
IO. ‘07

ZGH I am using this transmitter to an-
swer calls on two or more frequen-cies. Answer to calls may be
delayed.

261 I am or have been (or...1s or has
been) calling you (on...kHz (or

‘ MHz)).
1

‘
263 When will you call me again I will call you again as soon as g;§; on present frequency (or on peasible (or at...) on present fre-cfi-fl ...kHz (or MHz)) ? quency (or on...kHz (or MHz)). P
ZGK When shall I call you again Call me again at...on present fre-

on present frequency (or on auency (or on...kHz (or MHz))....kHz (or MH2)). ?
I

ZBL ...uill answer calls for me (or for
ZGM Did you (or...) hear... I have (or...has) been unable-to(at...) 7 communicate with...(since...).
ZGN When was I (or...) last Nothing heard from you (or...)heard ? (Since...)
260 What is my number and ~Your number is...Answer after num-

sequence in answering ? ber...(Numbers to be separated by
separative sign).

ZGP Answer calls for me on present fre-
quency (or on...kHz (or MHz)).

260
ZGR

26$
3 2m

zcu
é ZGV
[

i J. zcw a 7 _b
l (r 54 v ‘\
i



Morsummagnificat vabe

“ QBUESIIDH ,3!“ ifnfurmatmn 4;‘-
ZGX

ZGY

ZGZ

ZHA Shall I decreasefrequency [Decrease frequency very slightly
‘ very slightly (or...kH2) to l(or...kHz) to clear interference.

1 clear interference ? a

,

ZHB Shall I increase frequency Increase frequency very slightly
‘ very slightly (or...kHz) to (or...kHz) to clear interference.

clear interference ?
ZHC what is your signallingspeedIMy signalling speed is ...wpm.

'?

ZHD G‘ I
: i 3

ZHE 1' f}
EZHF Zfléd ZEA\“° ”47‘

ZHB (‘3‘... fm EFI£%”/“ Jt 1%m 31 4e few/D
ZHJ www.mfil-M

e a;
m ZWP
ZHm

ZHN How do you receive my Your automatic transmissions are
automatic transmission ? ...(1. Good; 2. Fair; 3. Unreadable)

ZHD What is your speed of auto— My speed of automatic transmission
f matic transmission in... in...(1. Revolutions per minute;
§ (1. Revolutions per minute; 2. Words per minute; 3. Bauds) is
i 2. Words per minute; 3. ...
j Bauds).
? ZHP What is preventing automatic Automatic reception is prevented
E reception ? by...
E ZHD Please listen for me on...kHz (or
§ MHz) and transmit to me on...kHz
z

(or MHz).
2 ZHR Is my speed of automatic Your speed of automatic trans-
i transmission correct ? mission is...(1. Fest; 2. Slow;
i 3. Erratic; 4. Correct).
9 ZHS
‘

ZHT

ZHU

1

ZHV
? ZHw
% . -5
l 7r ‘ 55 f l\



Morgummagnificat Z—cohz

19F

“ Qaucstmn J33“ information J1" ZHX r
ZHY

ZHZ

ZIA This message (or message...)is
being (or has been) passed out of

, proper sequence of station serial
3 numbers.

ZIB Two messages...end.. (or Change station serial number of
group counts and time of message...to read number...or
origin ...and...), both Assign to message...station serialreceived as serial number... number...
What are correct serialnum—
bers ?

215 what is (are) station serial Station serial number(s) or channel
number(s) or channelnumber number(s) of last message(s) trans—
(s) of last message(s) you mitted to you (or to...) is (are)..
transmitted to me (or to...)
7

110 what is (are) station serial Station serial number(s) or channel
‘

number(s) 0 channel num— number(s) of last message(s)
‘ ber(s) of last message(s) received from you (or...) is (are)
isS received from me (or from..) on.re ?
i

‘ ZIE Station serial number(s) or channel
number(s) (from...) has (have) not
been received. Repeat message(s) or
Cancel serial number(s) or channel
number(s).

ZIF I (or...) did not use serial num-
ber(s). -

216 Is (are) number(s)... (to..) Number(s) ... (to...) is (are)
blank ? blank. ‘

ZIH Repeat headings of message number
...to...transmitted by you (or...)
to check serial numbers.

211 What was...of your (or...'s) My (or...'s) number...had following
number... ? (1. Datetime ... 1. Datetime group; 2. Filing
group; 2. Filing time) 7 time).

213 I am now changing my channel
number/letter. Last number sent in
this series is that of this message

ZIK This is a weather controlled
message which is not to be trans—
mitted in the clear over radio—
circuits.

‘ ZIL
.4. .bI r 56 ' I\



Morgum fiflagnificat Z—tobe

\L autumn 43?:- i‘nformatmn ,4
W 21m

ZIN

zm
'

ZIP Have set continuous match, or (1.
Single operator period; 2. Two
operator period; 3. General periods
only; a. Reduced single operator
periods) on broadcast indicated.
First serial number received is
.../No number yet received.

210 Have ceased watch on Broadcast,
last number received...

ZIR
215

52:9 \ZIT Q
ZIU .2 ~83_1»as9xZIV t§ :—4 \\_V K, \L——\|7 '\_J21w ““1 m 4,
ZIX 'Illrlmflll/ZIY
ZIZ

3" \341 V; 5‘“"’ - . '5“- brim rt—K'\

23A Read signalling light of...
238 May I close down visual Close down visual watch now (or

WatCh not] (ar 811...)? Stone).
ZJC Repeat all flag signal made by

the senior officer (senior officer
present afloat).

ZJD Use...(1. Better light; 2. Better
background).

ZJE Set visual watch now (or at...)
ZJF Visual relaying station between

senior afficer (senior officer pre-sent afloat) (or...) and...is to be
000‘.

218 Repeat all flashing (or semaphore)
messages made by the senior officer
(senior officer present afloat).

ZJH Your light is unreadable...(1. Not
trained correctly; 2. Not bright
enough; 3. Too bright).

231 What are the call signs of Call signs of the ships in company
the ships in company with with me are...(For visual use only)

a. you 7 .ll ‘ 57 f 1\
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filersumfllagnificat Z-cohe

\L Question M, information 4;233 Use double-flash procedure.
ZJK Are you (or is...) I am (or...is) visual guard for...visual guard for...?
ZJL Hoist the following signal.
23” ...(1. Flaghoist; 2. Semaphore;

3. 20 inch signalling projector;4. 10 inch signalling projector;5. PLDIS; 5. Intermediate;
7. Heather; B. Daylight signallinglantern; 9. Masthead flashinglight; 10. Infrared; 11. Signal
search light; 12. Omnidirectional
flashing light; 13 Directional
flashing light.

ZJN Message...has been passed to those
for whom I am responsible (or to..](at...) but "L" has not been
received.

ZJD Repeat back each group of the text
of this message as it is transmit—
ted.

ZJP Message which follows is to be en-
crypted and passed to all addres-
sees (by...).0nly to be used by
visual not liable to interception.

‘

fire.

”

912‘“230 Repeat signal (or message...) the
senior officer (senior officer pre-sent afloat) (or ship indicated)is now transmitting or is about to
transmit.

ZJR Unly semaphore is to be used for
visual signalling between...and
n.0(Dr frank").

ZJS Directional lights of minimum
brilliance are to be used for allvisual traffic between...and...
except for messages of precedence
priority and above requiringtransmission to two or more ships.

ZJT Broadcast transmitter indicated is
about to be taken off for ...minutes (or until...).

ZJU
ZJV
ZJM

ZJX
ZJY
ZJZ

\L ':



.3330.

§-‘

ZKA

ZKB

ZKC

ZKD

ZKE

ZKF

ZKG

ZKH

ZKI

ZKJ

ZKK

ZKL

ZKM

ZKN-

ZKD

ZKP

morgummagnificat

Question

who is controlling station(net control station) on
this frequency (or on...kHz
(or MHz)) ?
Is it necessary to obtain
the permission of the con-trolling station (net con-trol station) before trans-
mitting messages 7

Shall I take control of net(for...) (until...) ?

Did you (or...) observe
schedule mith...(at...) ?

may I close down (until...)
7

.

Are you (or is...) radioguard for...(on...kHz (or
MHz)) 7 ‘

433k-

Z-EODE

information

I am (or...is) controlling station(net control station) on this
frequency (or on...kHz (or MH2)).

It is necessary to obtain the per-mission of the controlling station
(net control station) before trans—
mitting messages.

Substitute code sign (call sign)
of control station of group (net)
in place of this operating signal.
Take control of net (for...)(until...)
:1 (or...) report(s) into circuit!(net).
Station leaves net temporarily(or for...minutes) (to communicate
with...) (will be on...kHz (or MHZ)

Observe (or direct...to observe)
schedule with...on...kHz (or MHz)
(atoou)o
I (or...) observed schedule with

(atouo)o
Set match on...kHz (or MHz)...
1. Continuous; 2. Until furthernotice).
..-(1. Close down (until...): 2. I
am closing down (until...)).
Assume radiotelegraph (wireless)
organization...forthwith (or at...)
Resume normal radio communication
now (or at...)
Take guard (for...) (on...kHz(or MHz)).
I have taken over guard on...kHz.(or MHz).
I have handed over guard (to...)(on...kHz) (or MHz)) (serial number
of last message received was...).
I am (or ...is) radio guard for...(on...kHz (or mHz)).

.1}f

’7

'

9m-

\
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ZKU

ZKR

ZKS

ZKT

ZKU

ZKV

ZKM

ZKX

ZKY

ZKZ

if.
V

ZLA

ZLB

ZLD

Question do information J

On what frequencies are you(or...) maintaining watch 7

What stations are keeping
watch on...kHz (or MHz)
are in net) 7

(or

What drum rotation speed
shall I use ?

fififlr

Z—tobe

‘\
Indicate ships or stations for
which you are (or...is)... guard.
1. Radio (on...kHz (or MHz));
2. Visual)
I am (or...is) maintaining watch
on...kHz'(or MHz).
Following stations are keeping
watch on ...kHz (or MHz) (or are in
net).
Am keeping watch on...kHz (or MHz)
for...(1. First five minutes in
each half hour; 2. From 10 to 15
and 40 to 45 minutes past the hour;
3. Between...and...minutes past the
hour).
I am (or...is) maintaining continu-
ous watch, on (1. Single operator
period; 2. Two operator period; 3.
General periods only; 4. Reduced
single operator period) on...(callsign)...Broadcast.
I am (or...is) standing splitphone
watch on...and...kHz (or MHz).

q$§

I have pictures of the following
types to transmit...(1. photographs
2. weather maps; 3. Blueprints; A.
Printed matter; 5. Test).
Transmit at...revolutions per
minute. (1. 30; 2. 45; 3. 50; 4. 80
5. 90; B. 100).
Your transmission...(1. Shows ob-
jectionable modulation; 2. Suitable
for communication but not for pic-
ture; 3. Shows caption too close
to edge of picture; 4. Shows buck—
led print; 5. Shows fork drift; 6.
Picture shows too much contrast;
7. Picture shows insufficient con-
trast; 8. Picture shows cross-over)
I am unable to...(1. Synchronize
with you; 2. Transmit pictures;
3. Copy pictures).

h (T
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A),f

'Xfl

\l causation J'k. information
‘_ . .

ZLE Send...(1. Fence; 2. White; 3.
Black; 4. Picture; 5. Synchronize;
6. Fence swinging black until I
stop you; 7. Fence swinging whiteuntil I stop you).

ZLF ...(1. Inverter; 2. Converter;
3. BS—line 12 x 18 transceiver;4. 1UU-line transceiver; S. 300-
line transceiver.

ZLG Shall I transmit...(1. Ne- Transmit ...(1. Negative; 2. Posi-
gative; 2. Positive) ? tive).

ZLH Will you transmit map(s)... I am going to transmit map(s)...(...area...time...type) ? (...area...time...typ2).
ZLI Reverse material on drum and rerununtil I break you.
ZLJ What size lettering shall Use...(1. Standard telegraphicI use 7 typewriter; 2. Jumbo typewriter ifavailable; 3. Hand lettering atleast 3—16 of an inch high).
ZLK 5

ZLL

ZLM

ZLN Facility indicated cannot be
;gg operated at present.I‘e ZLU Is (are) facility(ies) The following ...fecilityfies) is...operative at your station (are) operative at this station (or(or at.'..) ’? at...). (1. Homing beacon; 2. Radar

beacon; 3. Revolving and/or flash-
ing beacon; 4. Radio beacon; 5.
Instrument landing system; 6.
Ground control approach; 7. Approafi
control; 8. Tower transmitter(state which type LF, NF, VHF orUHF); 9. NF Direction finder; 10.
VHF Direction finder; 11. UHF
Direction finder; 12. Runway lights13. Sandra lights; 14. Radio track

, v guide; 15. Radio range).
'ZLP What is (are) the magnetic The ma netic line(s) of shoot ofline(s) of shoot of the... the... facility) is (are)...degree&(facility) ?
ZLD

'

, ZLR

ZLS
ZLT
ZLU

ZLV

.
ZLw

U- ‘ 4(TV “ 61 'fi 17
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'
ZLX

ZLY

ZLZ

ZMA

2MB

ZMC

ZMD

ZME

353?.
ZMF

ZMG

ZMH

i ZMI

ZMJ

ZMK

QBurstion

'gfir:fl?J?
what was hearing of unknown
station (or station using
call sign...) at...(time)
(on...kHz (or MHz)) 7

will you endeavor to obtain
a direction finding bearing.
of station now transmitting(or of...) (on...kHz (or
MH2)) ?

will you send your call sign
and dashes of five seconds'
duration at intervals in
order that I (or...) may
home on you ?

«. 62 .»

Jflt

Z—mhe

information

lBearing of unknown station (or sta—
{tion using call sign...) was...
j(at...time) Class...(0n...kH2 (or
imHz)).
iBearing of you (or of...) was.....(class...) from me (or from...) at
goo-(time)-
gBearing of station which answered
imessage (or transmission) from...
Ewas...(at...time) class...(on...
ngz (or MHz)).
21. Your bearing appears to be
;between...degrees and...degrees
and sense indicates you are to the
...(direction) of this station; 2.
Your bearing is changing rapidly.
Pass in direction finding bearing(of...) obtained on...kHz (or MHz)
(or between...and...kHz (or MHz)). 2*?

Bearing of station now transmitting
(OI 0f...) (on...kHz (or MHZ)) U85
...(class...) sense determined at...

This bearing (course or position)is unreliable. Error in excess of
class C bearing (or pasition) may
amount...degrees or miles).
Surface craft using call sign...
cooperating. Change to...kHz (or
MHz) and follow direction finding
procedure when called.
I am about to send my call sign and
dashes of five seconds' duration
at interval in order that you (or...) may home on ma.

Check...(1. Correctness of last QUW
2. Sense of last QDR; 3. Correct—
ness of last 00M; 4. Sense of last
00M).
Cannot determine your (or...'s)
(1. Pasition; 2. Bearing).



Marsumfiflagnifitat

Mr.

:Li,
ZML

ZMM

ZMN

ZMD

ZMP

ZMQ

ZMR

ZMS

ZMT

ZMU

ZMV

ZMW

ZMX

ZMY

ZMZ

ZNA

ZNB

QBuestiun

What is my position bydirection finding hearingfrom nearest landmark (orfrom...) ?

What is the grid course for
me to steer to reach you(or...) ?

W
EYou are encrypting...incorrectly.'(1. Operating signals; 2. Radio

What is authentication of... Authentication (of...) is... (1.(1. Message...; 2. LESt
transmission; 3. ...) ?

‘537 fi§

file- information

Z-cohe

\\
5teer...degrees for 2 minutes ifpossible and send call sign and
long dashes while you are so doing.
Increase height to enable more
accurate bearing to be completed.
Change over to loop direction
finding on...kHz (or MHz) and home
on transmissions made by...)
Your position by direction finding
cross bearings from nearest land-
mark (or from...) is...(class...)at...hours.
Endeavor to plot position from
bearings taken on station(s) now
transmitting (or of...) (on...kHz(or MHz)).
Cannot determine your position, you
are in line or nearly in line withdirection finding station baseline.
Take over direction finding guard
as previously ordered (on...kHz(or MHz)) (from...to...kHz (or
MHz)). ' '

Carry out short direction findingprocedure (as locally prescribed). Wit"

Sense determination unreliable,hearing may be reciprocal.
...(1. Listen (for...) on directionfinding on ...kHz, (or MHz) (or be-
tween...and...kHz (or MHz)); 2.Shift to direction finding frequenq...and listen for call sign...).
The Grid Course for you to steerto reach me (or...) is ...degreesat...hours.

call signs 3 3. Address groups).

Message...; 2. Last transmission;3... o



morsummagnificat

is

5“I

ZNC

ZND

ZNE

ZNF

ZNI

ZNJ

ZNK

ZNL

ZNM

@uestion

fl ‘-(aL;
WMR 41%

“W
ZPA

‘64'

‘Plain text tape of this message

Z—cobe

‘P
All transmissions will be authen-ticated...(1. Un all circuits;
2. On this circuit; 3. 0n ... fre-
quency). \

You are using authenticator incor-rectly...(1. Verify authenticator
system key. 2. Check authentication
of your last transmission).
I am prepared to authenticate.
Addressees who are not holders of
the cryptographic system employed
in the text need not decrypt (de-
cipher), but shall Sight (read)translation at first opportunity
and obtain Copy if applicable.
Commands who are included in the
collective address used in this
heading, who are not holders of the
cryptographic system employed in
the text, are exempted.

should be prepared during processof decipherment.
Shift to ...(1. Dn—line; 2. Plain)
operation now.
This message has been transmitted
under serial number...at...bystation whose designation follows...(1. By on-line cipher; 2. By
off-line encryption).
Addressees who do not hold crypto-
graphic facilities are exempted.
Receiving Cryptographic Office
concerned should refer queries
relating to the text of this mes—
sage (e.g. requests for verifi—
cation) to...(address designators
except plain language). Note: To be
used in codress messages when necee
sary to indicate originating crypto
center and then normally limited to
messages of Immediate precedence
and above.
Originator authorizes the transfer
of this message into the secure
networks of all authorities addres-
sed, provided the networks are se-
cured or approved for the securityclassification of the message in—
volved.

~22}?

.33“. information J,
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ZNN*

ZNU

ZNP

ZNU

ZNR

ZNS

ZNT

ZNU

ZNV

z~w
ZNX

ZNY "

ZNZ

Qauestion m iinfurmatiun J,
Unable to decrypt message...mill'you check encryption
and repeat message-indicatora

«a 65 .»

Z—tobz

Correct message—indicator of mes-sage...is...

Unable to decrypt message...(fromindefinite call sign...). Note:
To be used only under circumstanceslaid down in cryptographic instruc—tions.
Transfer operation of channel nowto...(1. Normal; 2. Top Secret;3. Conference; 4. Engineering on—line cipher operation. Note: This
signal is for use only when alrea-
dy in on—line operation.
This message (or message...) re-ceived at this station... {1. With-out authentication (when authenti-cation is in force); 2. Incorrect-ly authenticated; 3. Correctlyauthenticated.)
This message may be forwarded with-
out change by radio or non-approvedcircuit. Note: The letter U re—
peated five times following thisoperating signal indicates that thegamessage which follows is unclassi- ‘\fied or is acceptable for transmis-Fsion over any circuit in its pre—sent form.
Following message has been authen-ticated...(This signal is for useonly over approved/on-line circuits
Following message has NOT been au-thenticated...(This signal is foruse only over aDDroved/on-line cir-cuits).

Do not forward this message unen—
crypted by radio or non-approvedcircuit. Note: A letter repeatedfive times following this operatingsignal indicates the classificationfor which the circuit must be
approved before the message can beforwarded over it.
Originator has indicated that this«
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ZDA

ZOE

ZDC

ZDD

ZOE

ZUF

ZUB

ZDH

201

203*

ZUK

ZDL

ZUM

ZUN

@uestion ,3!“ information
message should be forwarded uithout
service action on the text at relay
or addressee stations, as the in-
-formation conveyed is...(1. Perish-lable; 2. For information only and
‘mill be confirmed by other means).

.s

§--—»-'%’->°“° «36.35% ayes-hs

Relay this message (or message...)
by visual (to...).
Take (1 will take) no further
action regarding forwarding
“1855895. on
Station(s) called relay this
message to addressees for whom you
are responsible.
iAct as radiolink (relaying station)
ibetmeen me and...(or between...and

Can you accept message for Give me your message. 'I will dis-
...7 (1. Un—line; 2. Off- pose of it...(1. Dn—line; 2. Off-
line). line).

Relay this message (or message...)
to...now (or at...). iqf
Transmit this message (or message..)t9...(for...) (1. Action; 2. Infor-
mation).
Send message for...on...kHz (or MHz)
by...(1. Receipt method; 2. Broad—
cast method; 3. Intercept method).
Pass this message to the nearest
(or...) weather central/control.
Unable to relay message... in this
format, because...(1. Callsign is
not encrypted; 2. Text is not en-
crypted).
Relay this message via...
I will relay your call sign to
senior officer present afloat, whose
call sign is...
Delivery of this message by mail in
lieu of broadcast permissable (to..)
Place this message (or message...)
on...(1. Continuous uave broadcast;
2. Radioteletype broadcast) indica-
ted by follouing specific broadcast
designator(s)...

s266
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In5A;

\L5

200

ZDP

ZOU

ZDR

ZDS

ZUT

ZDU

ZDV

20w

ZOX

ZDY

ZDZ

ZPA

ZPB

Question

Request area routing for
messages for...?

How should traffic for...be routed 7

\\\...('~:::ss‘fi§§::.)

Z—tobe

an information J,
lace this message (or message...)
n MERCAST indicated by following
specific broadcast designator(s)...
his message (or message...) has
been delivenfl to all broadcast
reas (or to the following specific
broadcast area(s)...
Deliver this message (or message...to all broadcast areas (or to the
following specific broadcast areas..
1. Route traffic for...via...areabroadcast. 2. Beginning at...trafficfor you (or...) will be routed via
...area broadcast.
Area routing for messages for...is
Transmit of handle this message at
the lower precedence to the station
or address designator(s) which fol-
lows.
Route traffic for...through...(0n...kHz (or MHZ)).

Station designation preceding this
operating signal is the correct
routing for this message rerouted
by...
Broadcast this message at special
matchkeeping periods for ships with
(1. One radio operator; 2. Two radio
operators‘.
Place this message (or message...)
on...(1. Morse/cm; 2. Radio sub—
marine broadcast indicated by fol-
looing specific broadcast designator
5 one
Relay this message only to the
station(s) whose designation(s) pre-
cede this operating signal.
Relay this message (or message...)
in its present form without de-
cryption.

Your speech is distorted.
Your transmitter has strong radia-tion uhile idling.

I?
22
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kg Question ,m information ,4‘

ZPC Your signals are...(1. Fading badln2. Fading slightly; 3. Good for...words per minute; 4. Gettingstronger; 5. Getting weaker).
ZPD Is your signal as checked Mybsignal as checked by monitor...

1 by monitor ...satisfactory is satisfactory (1. Locally; 2. As
% (1. Locally; 2. As radia- ~7radiated).ted) ?

_

ZPE Maximum power is now being radiated
ZPF what is the readability of The readability of the signals ofthe signals of the group the group (net) (or of...) is...(net) (or of...) 7 (1 to 5)
ZPG What is (are) signal 4 Signal strength(s) of group (net)strength(s) of group (net) is (are) (or of...) is...(1 to 5).(or of...) ?
ZPH This interrupted transmission iscancelled. A complete retransmis-sion from this station will follow

without request.
ZPI
ZPJ This is a subopauth edited version,either addressees and/or nonoessen-tial text have been removed from

this messages subsequent deliveryof the originators un—edited mes-
sage is not intended unless re—
quested.

“

We.
W}?

ZPK This is a subopauth edited version,either addressees and/or non-essen-tial text have been removed fromthis message. The originators un-edited message will be delivered
by other means.

ZDL Request un-edited versions ofedited messages, brOadcast numbers...be forwarded by means other thanthe sub-marine broadcast.
zpm
zpw‘ IFF is in EMERGENCY-position.
ZPD The text of this message is to be

relayed in precisely the same for-
mat as that in which it is received
No characters or machine functions
are to be added, inserted or de-leted and the relative positions ofthe groups are to be retained.

1

ZPP 1. This is a subopauth edited‘ version, either addressees and/ornon-essential text have been re—
'moved from this message. SubsequenthT‘ 68 " 1\

“,_;;:lMWM
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2P0
ZPR
ZPS
ZPT

ZPU

ZPV

ZPM

ZPX

ZPY

ZPZ

Moroum filagnificat

Question 4?. Information J,

. This message (or message...) has

Z-[ohe

delivery of the originators un-
edited message is not intended un-
less requested.
2. This is a subopauth edited ver-
sion, either addressees and/or
non—essential text have been re—
moved from this message. The origin-
ators unedited message will be de-
liverodby other means.
3. Request unedited versions of
edited messages: (broadcast numbers)
be forwarded by other than the sub-
marine broadcast.

This transmission is a transmitter.
ore—acceptance trial. Request ex-
peditious strength and readibility
reply.
If more than one tropical wind
warning message in this sequence is
awaiting transmission, transmit
highest serial number first.
(Sequence/serial is understood to
include tropical warning name or
number and consecutive warning
number).

2*?

If the earlier wind warnings identia
fied by DTG(s) following this
signal are awaiting transmission,file those warnings without further
transmission.
This message cancelled at time
indicated. File without further
transmission.
This message (or message...) is for-
warded to you for screening and de-
termination of need for broadcast
promulgation. Advise broadcast con-trol commander of recommend messagedisposition.
been screened by command authority
and requires broadcast delivery.
This message has been forwarded...
(number of times) by stations with-
in this network. Note: The number
shall be incremented by one each
time the message is relaYed within
the network. The DPSIG will be re-
moved prior to the message exiting L
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w

\k @uestlon M llnformatmn ,,H. lthe network). F

:lfl‘o

ZQA IThe landing lights at the aerodrome
{(or at the aerodrome at...) are out
{of order.

208 what is the magnetic :The magnetic direction in which
direction in which landing :landing is to be made is...degrees.is to be made 7 1

1

20C Are YOU (or 15...)... :I am (OI...is)-..at...(time).
1. Airborne; 2. waterborne;§(1. Airborne; 2. waterborne; 3. 0n
3. On land) ? iland).

200 Am I to carry out the 3You are to carry out the procedures
procedures appropriate to {appropriate to the use of the...the use of the...(fac111ty)fi (facility).

ZOE What is your desired rate EMy desired rate of descent is...of descent expressed in ;hundreds of feet per minute.
hundreds of feet per minute
7 .

ZDF what is the length in yards The length of the runway in use
‘ of the runway in use ? Iis...yards.

zoc :

g ZQH
‘

’- 201
203
ZOK

ZDL

ZQM

ZDN

ZOE]

ZOP

ZDD

ZOR

ZDS

ZQT

ZOU

20V
20W

ZDX

ZQY

202

J. .5If a 70 f \
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9)}?

‘71

. ' .

\L Question ,3“ Zlnfurmatmn ,4‘

ZRA How does my frequency check? Your frequency is...(1. Correct; 2.
Slightly (or...hertz (or kHz)) high;
3. Slightly (or...hertz (or kHz))
low; 4. Stable on steady mark; 5.
Stable on steady space; S. Unstable;
7. Erratic.

ZRB Check your (or...'s) frequency on
this circuit (or on...kHz(Gr MHZ)).

ZRC Shall I tune my transmitter Tune your transmitter to...(1.to...(1. Proper frequency; 2 Proper frequency; 2. Zero beat with
Zero beat with your (or...) my (or...) transmitter).
transmitter ?

ZRD . what is the frequency of the The frequency of the...radio
...radio facility now in facility now in operation is...
operation ?

ZRE On what frequency do you I hear you best on...kHz (or MHz).
hear me best 7

7

ZRF will you send tuning signal Am about to send tuning signal on
on your present frequency my present frequency (or on...KHz

} (or on...kHz or MHz) for 1 (or MHz)).
3 minute, or until AS is given
‘IS ?‘.f-1 ZRG When will a change of fre- A change in frequency (to...kHz (or

quency (to...kHz (or MHz)) MHz)) will be necessary at approxi-
be necessary ? mately...

ZRH Is my frequency shift Your frequency shift is...(1. Too
correct ? wide; 2. Too narrow; 3. Not linear;

4. Correct (by hertz).
ZRI
ZRJ 4w111 you check your...7 I will check my...
ZRK Shall I revert to single Revert to single channel working.

channel working ?
ZRL Are you working on correct I am working on the correct code.

code 7 NOTE: This meaning NOTE: This meaning applies only
applies only to frequency to frequency shift diplex.shift diplix.

ZRM Can you receive both side- I can receive.-.(1. The upper side-
hands of my independent band; 2. The lower sideband; 3. Both
sideband transmissions 7 sidebands).

ZRN Do you intend to transmit on I intend to transmit on...(1. the...(1. The upper sideband; upper sideband; 2. The lower side-
2. The lower sideband; 3. band; 3. Both sidebands independent-
Both sidebands independently?1y).

ZRU Can you read me on...(1. I can read you on...(1, Channel A;
Channel A...; 2. Channel B..;2. Channel B; 3. Channel(§); 4. All

a. 3- Chann81(5)..; 4, All chan-channels). 5. No chann915 . .E
17' " ‘
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Ty}?

\. Qauestlon ,m information J,x q- ' .nels) ?
ZRP Transfer signal on channel...to

; channel...(5hould only be used when
I order originates from a third work-
1 ing channel. See ZRV for use
‘ between.directly connected working
; channels).
é ZRQ Change to other sideband.
i ZRR Message(s) ...number(s)... will no
I longer be broadcast bur are effec-tive and of interest (to units in—

dicated).
ZRS Your carrier is...(1. Over-sup-

pressed; 2. Under—suppressed).
ZRT Radiate full unmodulated power for,...minutes. '

ZRU Are my tone-frequencies EYour tone for...(1. Marking and
correct 7 gspacing are high; 2. Marking and

fspacing are low; 3. Marking and
fspacing are correct).

ZRV Transfer signal to channel...
ZRW %

znx j

‘ o I

>2 m :

ZRZ i

“264%?
ZSA may I ascend to...(height)? {You may ascend to ...(height),
258 may I descend to...(height)? You may descend to...(height).
ZSC Switch on IFF
ZSD IFF switched OFF.
ZSE Do you have glider in tom? ...(1. We have glider in tom; 2.

we are forced to release glider at(approximate position)...).
25F Switch off...(1. IFF; 2, IFF setsfor ten minutes in area denoted

except for ships whose call signs
‘ follow).
; 253 May I make an approach using You may approach the facility
1 the facility indicated ? indicated.

ZSH* what 15...? (1. Date of the =1 am using...(1. Rekoh—chart for theRekoh—chart you are using 2. the...day of the month; 2. Bomber-
Date of Bombercode—chart; 3. code-chart for the...of the month;Date of aircraft-reporting— 3. Aircraft-reporting—chart for the
chart, you are using; 4. in— ...day of the month; 4. ALAMETCU—

J dicator of ALAMETCU—chart; chart, numbered...; 5. Meteorologi-b\l'f ‘ 12 ' I\
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“ Question ,3!“ ilnfurmatmn J;
W 5. Date of Meteorological- cal chart for the...day of the month.

chart, you are using)
251 You are...(1. To maintain height

of...feet and report over...(call
sign) range station; 2. To hold on
...leg of the beam...(call sign)
range station at height...feet).

ZSJ
ZSK

ZSL
ZSM

ZSN

250 Send tapes (or messages)... (1.
Once; 2. Twice).

ZSP
ZSD

ZSR
ZSS
ZST
~ZSU

g. ZSV 5:4- 0 fl‘
"11' 2qu '

ZSX

ZSY

ZSZ “QW( .35“

ZTA ...(1. Radio; 2. Visual; 3. Land-
'line; 4. Teletypemriter (Teleprin—
ter); 5. Telephone; 6. Automatic;
7. Facsimile; 8. Shore telephone;
9. Shore teleprinter; 10. Radio
teletyp’euriter. 11. Satellite).

ZTB ...(1. Transmitter-distributor; 2.
Autohead; 3. Perforator;,4. Reper—
forator; 5. Printer; 5. Undulator;
7. Keyboard B. Frequency shift
keyer; 9. Multiplexing carrier base;
10. On line crypto device).

ZTC ...(1. Does my...apoear to ...(1. Your...apoears to be faulty;
be faulty; 2. Is your... 2. My...is faulty).
faulty ?

ZTD Shall I use....? US$0.1-

dc -a i k73'
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We.

ZTE

ZTF

sz
ZTP*

ZTI

ZTJ
ZTK

ZTL

ZTN

ZTN

ZTU

ZTP

morgumjllagnifitat

Question 43?. information J
Are you (or is...) able to
use...?
Are repairs completed 7

Are you (or is...) connect-FT am (or...is) connected to....
ed to...7
Are you (or is...) about toil am (or...is) about to disconnect.
disconnect ?

What is my bias distortion?

Is my character formation
correct 7

What is the duration of
your modulation cycle ?

\s. fi‘ 74

Z-cohz

‘\
I am (or...is) able to use...
Repairs....(1. Completed; 2. Un—

completed, estimated completion
time...minutes; 3. Cannot be com—
pleted, because...).
...(class of emission/type of trans-
mission as indicated in Chapter 5).
...(1. Frequency—modulation ; 2.
‘Amplitude—modulation; 3. Impuls-
'modulation; 4. Frequency-shift (...
cycle shift) 5. Frequency-modulatior
with suppressed carrier (SCFM).

...(1. Receiver; 2. Transmitter;
l3. Power supply; 4. Antenna system;
:5. Radio direction finder).
itease using...
I

A

1

I am (or...is) unable to use...
Your bias distortion is...(1. Excessive: 2....percent (mark-ing); 3. ...percent (spacing); a.
...percent (total distortion).

or
‘Your character formation is...(1.
$Correct; 2. Defective in the start
;element; 3. Defective in the 1st
'unit; 4. Defective in the 2nd unit;
5. Defective in the 3rd unit; 5.
Defective in the 4th unit; 7. de-
fective in the 5th unit; 8. Defec-
tive in the stop element).
The duration of my modulation cycle
15“‘ 50 Baud Eguiement
1. 143 milliseconds (7.42 units)fast.
2. 150 milliseconds (7.5 units) cor-

root.
3. 152 milliseconds (7.6 units)

slow.
4. ...erratic per character.

45.5 Baud Eguigment
1. 151 milliseconds (7.35 units)
fast.

2. 163 milliseconds (7.42 units)
correct.

3. 165 milliseconds (7.5) units)
_§low. IT
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\l Question M, ilnfurmatlun
fi‘ '

4. ...erratic per character.
ZTQ- Will you...(1. Get the I will...(1. Get the Circuit engi-

Circuit Engineer/Facility . near/Facility Control Technician to
Control Technician to speak speak on the circuit; 2. Hand the
on this circuit (or circuit line over to the Circuit Engineer/
...); 2. Hand the line over Facility Control Technician for
to the Circuit Engineer/ check and call y0u when check has
Facility Control Technician been completed).
for check) 7

ZTR will you...(1. Disconnect I uill...(1. Disconnect (or I am

your equipment from line and disconnecting) my equipment from
carry out local test, recon- line and carry (or to carry) out
necting to line in...minutes local test reconnecting to line in
2. Connect your transmit ...minutes; 2. Connect my transmit
line to your receive line to line to my receive line to enable
enable me to carry out a you to carry out a loop test for...
loop test for...minutes)? minutes).

ZTS Is the line satisfactory ? The line is...(1. Satisfactory;
2. Uneatisfactory).

ZTT

ZTU

ZTV

ZTN

- ZTX.2-? ZTY

ZTZ

gig},
ZUA Request a timing signal Timing signal will be transmitted

now (or at... now (or at...). The numerals indi—
cating the time will be followed by
a five-second dash terminating ex-
actly at the time indicated.

ZUB At...
ZUE FromoootOo-o
ZUD Until further orders (or until...).
ZUE Affirmative (yes).
ZUF Air Raid...(1. Warning. 2. In pro-

gress; 3. All clear).
ZUG Negative (No).
ZUH Unable to comply.
ZUI Your attention is invited to...
zu: Stand by.
ZUK ...(Appointment Code) ...(Appointment Code) is now ready

7?

41/f

9116

‘75r t
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3%

\As.

ZUL

ZUM

ZUN

ZUU

ZUP

ZUU

ZUR

ZUS

ZUT

ZUU

ZUV

zum
ZUX

ZUY

ZUZ

ZVA

ZVB

ZVC

ZVD

ZVE

ZVF

@uestion
desires key conversation
on this circuit with...(Appointment Code). Will
you indicate when you are
rEady ?

Z-cube

ah. Information
to begin key conversation with...(Appointment Code).

QRI
Station called is responsible for
relay or delivery to all stationsin line two (2) or to stations indbcated.

What was your time over lastcompulsory reporting point,and ETA at next compulsery
reporting point ?

What are the security con-ditions of your terminationof this channel (or...chan—nel/circuit designated) ?

My time over last compulsory re—
porting point was...and my ETA atnext compulsory reporting point is

Security conditions at my termina-tion of this channel (or....channel/circuit designated) are...(1. Secured for Restricted; 2. Se—
cured for Confidential; 3. Se-
cured for Secret; 4. Secured for
Top Secret). NOTE: This answer tothis signal may only be passed oncircuits cleared for classifiedtraffic.
This channel (or...channe1/circuitdesignated) is unserviceable forclassified traffic.

‘767

J.\\

9)}?

IT
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§L
Question M- ilnfurmatlun J4

ZVG

ZUH

ZUI
2V3
ZVK

iVL
ZVM

ZVN

ZVU

ZVP

zvn -This message, relating to a warn-
ing, an alert, distress, or an
emergency, is authorized to be
relayed via the facilities of
your network prior arrangement.

‘ZVR Retransmit this message (or
message...) at once to all sub-
ordinate stations.

ZVS

ZVT

ZVUc 9
'21 zvu 75'

ZVW

ZVX

ZVY

ZVZ

ZWA

ZWB Indicate name of...(1. Operator on
watch; 2. Senior rating on match;
3. Operator who transmitted last
message (or message...)). NOTE:
‘This signal is authorized for use
in connection with operator train-
:ing only; it may not be used for
any~other-purpose.

ZWC The following is to be taken as apu
plying to personnel on match only.

zwo Carry out communication...(visual
exerdise number...at...senior
officer (or...) is to conduct.

ZWE Voluntary exercise (number...) may

7_
be carried out now (or at...).( ‘77' i\
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"\

2w?

re QRuestmn m iinfurmatwn J.le Incorrect
ZWG You are correct.
sz Try again
ZmI Answer last question (or question..

3 2w: Stations are to answer...taking the
5 following duties...A,...B,...C etc.
3 ZWK Following is answer to the last
i question (or question...).
f ZUL No forwarding action to the de-
§ signation(s) immediately following
i is required.
} 2mm Correct answer to last question
; (or question...) is...(or will be
: found in...)
? ZWN Correct version of the part of the
A last message (or message...) which
; was sent incorrectly is...(or will
f be found in...).
I

ZWU Following message (or question, orexercise is for the exercise of...1. Junior operators; 2. Senior
operators; 3. Ratings on watch).

[€53 ZWP A junior operator is to carry out
[ ¢ ...(1. A standard flashing exercise
V

2. A standard semaphore exercise;
‘ 3. A standard radiotelegraphy
i transmitting exercise; 4. A
1 standard radiotelegraphy receiving
‘ exercise.

ZWO

ZWR

i
ZWS

1 2m
zmu

} zwv
‘

2qu
ZUX

ZWY

ZWZ

V8% £333 ' W
s o

ZXA “The following group is a call sign,
delivery group or address group.

‘ J (Used in plain language texts of
1 /'r a 78 7 1‘
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\g causation M, iinfurmatmn 1.;
1 ‘ .messages other than procedure
3 messages.
E

ZXB Station(s) to whom this message is
3 routed obtain a complete cupy of

this interrupted transmission by
addressing a service message to
the originating station.

ZXC This transmission has been inter-
rupted. A retransmission will fol~
low without request. (Must be
followed immediatel by valid and

‘ of message sequence‘.
3 ZXD This message is to be deliversdto
1 the addressee(s) in tape form.

ZXE

ZXF

ZXB
3 ZXH

ZXI
ZXJ
ZXK Station called relay this message

(or message...) to... in addition
. to predetermined responsibilities. 9.S: :4

ta. ZXL 13‘

ZXM

ZXN

ZXD Request you obtain retransmission
of messages...from station...

ZXP I have for you...(1. A request for
direct air support; 2. A reply to
support request; precedence is...)-

ZXQ I have for you...(1. A request fortactical reconnaissance; 2. A re-
quest for photographic reconnais-
sance; 3. A request for artillerreconnaissance. Precedence is...§-

ZXR Intensive flag signalling_uill take
place shortly (or in...minutes).

ZXS Message which follows is to be
handled by...(1. Officer Emergency
Cryptographic team; 2. Ratings
Emergency Cryptographic team; 3.
Senior Communications Rating; 4.
Junior Communications Rating; 5.
Coder (Educational)).

ZXT This message is not to be trans-mitted by radiotelegraph or radio— L
7? 'finr ‘ 1\
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¥ Question M. information 1.,
telephone in any form over part of rits route.

ZXU

ZXV

zxw This message has been deliveredtoall action addressees whose desig-nations follou this operatingsignal;
ZXX This message has been deliveredto .

all information addressees whose
designations follow this operatingsignal.

ZXY Transmit this message to the
addressee(s) indicated by the
numeral(s) following... All ad-
dressees are to be counted conse-
cutively as they appear (numbers to

, be separated by the Separative
5 Sign).

ZXZ ?

‘5'-
ZYA

l :‘J‘
’va: zva ! ’9

'

zvc I

'
ZYE NICE ‘b MEET

ZYF (g) MAI» M7 )A?
/%/g:;.JwZYH ;¢é§£

ZYI
ZYJ
ZYK

ZYL

ZYM

ZYN

ZYD

ZYP

ZYD

ZYR

ZYS
‘ ZYT

L
7: 1'\80
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Qauestum 3? information\g 4.6 ;fi ZYU

ZYV

ZYW

ZYX

ZYY

ZYZ
V

\E—Jf Kt—{J.—--I_ .5?
ZZA'k Indicate name of operator who trans—

mitted last message (or message...)
(see 2MB)

228* Indicate name of operator on watch.
(see ZWB)

ZZC* The following is to be taken as ap-
plying to personnel on match only.

.

220* Carry out visual exercise number...
at...Senior officer is to conduct.

ZZE* Voluntary exercise (number...) may
be carried out now (or at...)
See ZUE.

¢ 2217* Incorrect. (SEE M). w
’23; 225* Correct. (See 2105). S

ZZH* Try again.( See ZWH).

221* Answer last question (See ZWI}.
223* Stations are to answer...taking

the following dutieS...A,...B,...C,etc (See ZNJ).
ZZK* Following is anSmer to the last

question (or question...) (See ZWK)

ZZL* Correct answer to last question
(or question...) is...(or will be
found in ...

ZZM* Correct version of the part of the
last message (or message..) is...(or can be found in...). (See ZWN).

ZZN* Following message (or question, or
exercise is for the exercise of...(1..Junior operators; 2. Senior
operators; 3. Ratings on watch).
(See ZWU).

220* A Junior operator is to Carry out
...(1. A standard flashing exercise:
2. A standard semaphore exercise;
3. A standard radiotelegraphy
transmitting exercise; 4. A stand-

, ard radiotelegraphy receiving exer-;( ‘§‘81'
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' Bergen op Zoom - Maassluis
15 october 1965.
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